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ABSTRACT 

Quantitative criteria are defined for design and evaluation of land 

mobile radio systems. These criteria include delay or blocking probab•lity l 
 reliability as measured by signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio SNR, and 

throughput, and are expressed in terms of the important system variables. 
Cost, which changes rapidly with technology, is not expressed precisely, but 
is related in a semi-quantative way to system variables. 

The criteria are used to determine performance obtainable with 
cellular systems using conventional frequency division multiple access, and 
fixed channel assignments. Particular emphasis is placed on the limitations 
resulting from co-channel and adjacent-channel interference, since this ul-
timately limits information throughput. Maximum R/à values for various  modu-
lation formats and channel assignment schemes are determined (where R is the 
bit-rate and à the channel spacing), for fixed values of SNR, defined at a 
part icular  cell radius. Throughput (spectrum efficiency) in bits/sec/Hz is 
determined for various SNR values, modulation formats, assignment schemes and 

channel codes, for various values of delay or blocking probability and number 
of channels per mobile. The way in which channel encoding can be used to en-
hance spectrum efficiency and provide additional system design flexibility is 
illustrated for both forward error-correction and error-detection/retrans-
mission modes. 

Specific results are obtained for systems of ùp to 19 cells, with 
. and without reuse of frequency channels:. .Such systems:are typical of those 

in  use or  being proposed for immediàte ùse. For given.values of  delay or 
blocking probability, highest throughputs - are obtained When frequency reuse 
is employed, together with channel encoding. The. best code rate depends on 
the reuse.plan. .The appropriate error control protocol,depends  on. the,  type 
of message to bè transmitted; forward èrror  correction  '(FTC) is best  for 

 real-time.speech, FEC or ARQ areappropriate for text„and.ARQ . is  best for 
.control - mesSages where accuracy requirements'are paramount. 

The results bear directly on policy issues, including the selection 

of à, spectral emission constraints, questions as to whether or not channels 
should be used in an unrestricted way for both analog and digital transmis-
sion, and system designs which should be encouraged to improve spectrum ef-
ficiency. 

Issues requiring further study are identified, including the.mutual 
interference between analog FM speech and data, accurate determination of 
bit-error probabilities over a radio coverage area, error control protocols ' 
and data block formats' for improved efficiency, low-bit rate digital speech 
encoders, and other schemes, including spread spectrum for sharing of land 

mobile radio channels. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I-1 Scope and Objectives of the Study  • - 

This report presents the results of a Communications Canada Contract 

study whose motivation, purpose and general approach are summarized below. 

MOTIVATION  

Recent advances in land mobile system development has provided 

increasing evidence that digital transmission of dispatch data as well as 

other digitally encoded information will constitute an important part of land 

mobile communication traffic. The need for the development of guidelines 

identifying transmission characteristics, requirements, and limitations of 

digital transmission is becoming increasingly urgent. These guidelines would 

lead to the development of new regulations and standards governing the techni-

cal characteristics and operation of equipment and systems employing digital 

transmission of information over land mobile communication channels. 

The following items are of specific-interest: 

1) To study tradeoffs between channel bandwidth, spectrum efficiency, 

and equipment .complexity when utilizing digital modulation tech-

niques on Land Mobile channels.' 

.Multi-user .sharing  for' data transmission - to evaluate different 

sharing strategies, taking into consideration blôcking probe-

13ility, queueing delay, data .rate and channel bandwidth. 	• 

3) Data reflecting relations between channel bandwidth and spectrum 

efficiency (information bits) as well as the relations with . 

equipMent complexity. 	- 

AO Brief description of each different strategy,.  For each scheme.  
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produce data relating the number of users to blocking proba- 

• 

bility, queueing delay and channel occupancy. 

n 

PURPOSE  

To produce technical data in support of the development of guidelines 

for the use and operation of Land Mobile radio equipment and systems in the 900 

MHz band for communication over Land Mobile channels utilizing digital modula-

tion techniques. 

• GENERAL APPROACH  

.The work involves fundamental questions Concerning the sharing of 

radio broadcast spectrum over time, frequency and space among a population of 

'.users: 

In order to compare alternative sharing schemes, it is necessary to 

choOse  performance  Criteria, and tO relate these to system variables and. manage- 

ment protocols. The variables and protocols would then be selected to give good 

performance. 

Many communication applications involve two-way transmission  of in-

formation,  often in an interactive conversational environment, where the fol-

lowing performance criteria are meaningful: 

1) Either average delay between the time when a message is ready 

. for transmission and the time of its receipt at the destination, 

or probability that the message is blocked from transmission 

because all facilities are in use (for some management protocols 

: both criteria, which are inter-related, are appropriate). 

2)' Message transmission reliability; 

3) System cost. 
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4) Information throughput. 

These criteria are not usually independent. For example, an increase in infor-

mation throughput or reliability normally implies an increase in system delay, 

if the system cost remains unchanged. 

System variables include number of users, average message generation 

rates, average message lengths, parameters associated with various strategies 

for sharing communication resources, digital modulation format, data rate, error 

detection/correction code, message retransmission protocol, and switching 

scheme. Switching alternatives involve conventional line switching, and packet 

switching. Sharing (multiplexing) strategies'include,the conventional division 

of the frequency spectrum into channels with particular channels being assigned 

to different geographic regions, spread spectrum multiple accessing, and aloha-

types of contention multiplexing. Packet switching variables include packet 

length and routing algorithms. Conventional spectrum channelization parameters 

include channel bandwidth and rules for assignment of channels to geographic 

regions. 

It is desirable that analysis, evaluation and design procedures be 

based as much as possible on analytical models of various system configurations. 

Such models facilitate calculation of performance criteria and optimization of 

these criteria. In those cases where quantative determination of performance 

is not feasible, approximation techniques or simulations would be required. 

A thorough and detailed consideration of all aspects related to the 

proposed research is surely not feasible under the constraints of the present 

.contract.. Thus,, it 

study would involve 

which would provide 

don and purpoSe.  

was recognized at the outset that an important part of the 

selection froM'among Various alternatives an approach 

useful technical "data consistent with  the Stùdy's Motiva- 
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RESULTS  

This report emphasizes cellular systems employing spectrum sharing 

via frequency division multiple access (FDMA). Particular emphasis is given 

to performance limitations resulting from co-channel and adjacent-channel 

interference. Cellular systems are of current interest, are in current use, 

and represent a natural and readily implemented extension of conventional 

FM systems for analog voice transmission. 

The report deals extensively with all issues raised under "motiva- 

tion". Curves and tables are provided to facilitate determination of through-

put and spectrum efficiency for a given delay or blocking probability, at a 

specified signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio. A detailed executive 

summary follows. 

1-2 Executive Summary  

This report presents a quantitative analysis of the performance of 

cellular systems with fixed channel assignments. The analysis procedures 

developed are applicable to other spectrum sharing schemes. 

Chapter 2  identifies three types of message sources; incltiding:. 

speech, text and control data. . The data rates and accuracy requireMents of 

these differs considerably. Speech has a highdàte: rate: but.lpw acCuracy . 

 .requirements,..while the converse applies to control information.. • 
• . 

Chapter 2  also examines the  functlonal tasks of digital - communica.- 

tion .systems, and revieWs digital modulation formats and implementationS 

particularly suited to land mobile radio systems. These formats include 

.loinary PAM, PSK (and IPSK) and FSK. Of particular importance are tranSmission 

bandwidths,  spectral roll 7off-rat.es..which,affect adjacent-channer interference„ 
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.and  susceptibility  to signal level -fluctuations. These fluctuations result - 

from Rayleigh fading, shadowing and mobile-base separation changes, and can 

 exteed 90 dB. Interference effects are described, and the effects of co-

channel and adjacent-channel interference are described quantitatively for• 

digital signals, by an interference.function C(A/R),- where à and R,denote the 

*channel separation'and lit rate, respectively. Bit-error probability expres-

sions are summarized for the various modulation formats considered; Alterna-

tive spectrum sharing alternatives are summarized. It is noted that conven- 

- tional frequency division multiplexing iS an easily implemented extension of 

existingunalog FM . systems, and that fixed channel assignments are-easily 

implemented and seem best for heavily loaded channels. 

Chapter 3  sets out system performance criteria, and expresses these 

in terms of system variables and message traffic parameters. Performance 

criteria selected include delay D or blocking probability P , system through-

put (spectrum efficiency) Q in bits/sec/Hz, reliability, and cost. Both D 

and P are expressed in terms of the number of channels/mobile m, and the 

channel utilization factor. Reliability is defined in terms of the signal-to-

noise-plus-interference ratio SNR, defined as the wanted signal at distance 

r/1/2-  from > the transmitter where ris .the cell radius; interference is assumed 

located at cell centre. Cost is determined indirectly by observing values for 

m and the number of bases N, and by noting the complexity of the modulation 

format, channel assignment scheme and channel code. System comparisons in-

volve finding the minimum à/R values which will meet a given SNR requirement, 

assuming co-channel and adjacent-channel interference to be the major sources 

of disturbance. Once à/R has been obtained, PB' D and Q are determined, in 

terms  of 

Use of both P
B 

and D .  as performance  criteria creates system.design 
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conflicts. Minimal delay favours minimal values for m and.A/R, and large R 

values. Low P
B 

values favour small A/R and large m, with R equal to (and 

not in excess of) the rate required for real-time transmission. Both criteria 

are of interest, since a channel may carry both real-time speech and non-real-

time data traffic. Also included in Chapter 3 is a discussion of channel 

occupancy, and graphs for determining performance criteria of various system 

configurations. 

Chapter 4  presents a thorough analysis of single cell systems. 

Effects of A, R, m, system bandwidth B and modulation format on SNR, PB  and 

D and Q are considered in detail. For SNR < 30 dB, MSK is seen to yield 

higher spectrum efficiencies than PSK,  PAN and SFSK; the reason .for this re-

sult is the relatively fast spectral roll-off rate of MSK for this SNR range. 

Above 40 dB, SFSK is most efficient. 

Chapter 5  considers multi-cell sYstems:which do not reuse frequency 

channels, and provides detailed results for systems having three, seven and 

nineteen cells. Channels are assigned to -minimize adjacent-channel inter- , 

ference. Maximum throughPuts for the three types of systems differ consider-

ablY. For MSK with SNR = 20 dB, for example, maximum throughputs for systems 

containing 1, 3, 7 and 19 cells aie, respectively, .95, 1.58,'1.58 and 4.6; 

for PSK these maximum values equal 0.30, 0.65, 1.2 and 3.6. Except for cer-

tain special situations, MSK permits greater spectrum efficiency than PSK: 

Also indicated in Chapter 4 is the range of values of Q and m for which 

various cellular plans are lest for given P
B 
values. Generally, as -Q 

creases, larger ntimbers of cells become advantageous. - 

• 	Chapter'6  considers cellular systems . which reuse frequency. channels, 

.to reduce the minimum number of channels-per-mobile and to improve spectrum 

•••n 

efficiency'. Reuse causes co-channel interference which limits the obtainable: 



SNR Value. Maximum R/à values are determined, subject to SNR limitations. 

As the number of groups of channels increase, co-channel interference de-

creases, and adjacent-channel interference also decreases slightly. For 

cell, 4-cell, 7-cell and 9-cell reuse plans, maximum throughputs for MSK 

(PSK) at SNR = 20 dB are: 5.0 (3.3), 6.0 (4.0), 4.5 (4.0), 5.3 (9), as com- 

pared with 4.6 (3.8) for a 19-cell system with no reuse. With P constrained 

at 0.2, spectrum efficiencies for the above systems are: 4.0 (2.6), 4.6 (3.1), 

3.0 (2.6), 3.2 (5.4) vs. 1.8 (1.5) for a 19-cell system with no frequency 

reuse. 

The importance of accurately specifying the propagation factor n 

in determining spectrum efficiency is also illustrated in Chapter 6. Our 

results are obtained with n = 3.5. 

Chapter 7  examines the.use of codes for forward error correction 

(FEC) as well as for error detection and retransmission (ARQ). High inter:- 

ference levels and high channel' bit rates may result in unacceptably high 

raw bit-error probabilities. Channel encoding combats these problems, as 

• illustrated by specific examples, and permits greater flexibility and spectrum 

efficiency through increased reuse than otherwise possible. For example, use 

• of MSK with 40-channel transceivers, P = 0.2, and decoded information bit- 

error probability p
b 
= 10-4  requires a 12-cell reuse pattern for 19-cell 

systems, With throughput Q = 0.5 bits/sec/Hz. .Use of a (15, 7) double-error 

correcting codes permits a 4-cell reuse pattern, with Q = 2.8 bits/sec/Hz. 

The p value is a nominal one at a distance 1/1/I time the cell radius. More 

work is needed to determine its value at various cell locations. 

.Chapter 7  also proposes coding to accommodate the different speed- . 

accuracy_requirements- of the different types of Messages identified in Chapter 

2. The accommodation  is via mode control bits in data 'blocks, whose structure 
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is examined in relation to coding and spectrum efficiency- 

Chapter 8  summarizes the major results of this study, indicates how 

they relate to important spectrum management policy issues and identifies 

issues needing additional study. The work has a direct bearing on à and R, 

whose selection depends to some extent on whether or not separate frequency 

bands are to be used for digital transmission. If channels are to be used in 

an unrestricted way for both digital and conventional analog FM voice trans-

mission, additional work is needed to determine nutual adjacent-channel inter-

ference between analog and digital signals. Earlier work shows this mutual 

interference to be very dependent on the pre-modulation filtering of the 

speech signal. This filtering affects the spectral roll-off rates of the 

transmitted signal, and it is this roll-off rate which ultimately determines 

adjacent-chanhel interference levels. For this reason, roll-off rates may be 

a useful addition to regulatory spectral emission constraints. 

More detailed calculations of bit-error probabilities at various 

cell locations are required. Both averages and worst case error rates would 

be useful. These are needed to more accurately determine best values for à 

and R, and most favourable channel assignments and reuse plans. 

Finally, additional study is needed to make performance comparisons, 

as illustrated in this study, between cellular systems and other spectrum 

sharing schemes, including spread spectrum multiple access. 
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II MODULATION, CODING AND SPECTRUM 

SHARING.  FOR LAND MOBILE RADIO  CHANNELS 

II-1 Introduction  

In order to assess the performance of any communication system, it 

is first necessary to fully understand system operation, and in particular to 

isolate key system parameters and operational policies. This task is accom-

plished in the present chapter. 

It is also important to clearly articulate performance criteria, 

and to express these criteria in terms of the system parameters and opera-

tional policies. Chapter III accomplishes this task. 

- 	important functional tasks per- The present chapter identifies the imp _ 	 - 

formed by a digital communication transmitter and reteiver, delineates types 

. of message sources, summarizes land Mobile -  channel physical . behaviour, pre- 

sents for various modulation formats transmitted:spectra, interference effects 

and.bit-error probabilities ,. summarizes the effects of using various error con-

trol protocols, and briefly examines various spectrum sharing alternatives. 

II-2 Information Sources for Land Mobile Radio Channels  

Three types of information'sources.can be identified as requiring 

•transmission.over land mobile radio channels-, as follows: 

1 .. Voice information (speech)  is real-time information with con- 

. . siderable natural redundancy. In the absence of -a prohibitively 

larger storage buffer, speech requires transmission as it is 

generated; i.e.-real-time transmission. The actual source informa- 

. 	tion rate is less than.100' bits/sec;,however, any viable encoding 

• technique, such ,  as adaptive differential PCM.(ADPCM) . requires a 
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transmission rate in excess of approximately 10 Kb/s [F1, H1, Cl]. 

Because of its natural redundancy, random bit error rates as low 

as 10° 2  do not prevent intelligible transmission of speech [F1, H1, 

Cl]. Documentation regarding burst error effects on digitally 

transmitted speech is scarce; however, some results are available 

[Y1, J1]. 

2. Text information  like voice contains redundancy. Shannon [S1] 

estimated that English text is approximately 50% redundant in that 

random deletion of up to half of the message does not prevent re-

construction (possibly with difficulty) of the remainder. Text 

symbols are normally generated at a rate sufficiently low to 

require neither immediate nor real-time transmission. Transmission 

errors are annoying in that they may cause "spelling" errors upon 

reconstruction of the received text. However, these errors are 

normally correctable by the reader provided they don't occur too 

frequently. Video facsimile would fall into the text information 

category because of ifs.  redundant and non-real-tiMe nature; although .  

buffer storage limitations may require a scanning rate commensurate 

with average data transmission rate. 	- 

3. Control information inclues  vehicle status reports, vehicle 

dispatch orders and street  adresses..  Because control information 

contains minimal redundancy, accuracy of its transmission is essen-

tial. Although real-time transmission of control data is seldom 

necessary, prompt transmission is normally required. 

_Fortunately, information sources requiring aCcurate transmission do not nor- 

mally require high data transmiseion -retes; conver'sely, - information .  requiring 

high speed .transmisSion.does not normallycarry stringent accuracy requirements. 
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Communication in a mobile environment often involves transmission 

of two or all three types of information, each with different speed-vs-accuracy 

priorities. It may therefore be advantageous to provide for two or more 

digital transmission modes, one of which would favour speed while another would 

favour accuracy. Implementation of this strategy is considered in Section 7-5. 

II-3 Functional Tasks of Digital Communication Transceivers  

Fig. 2-1 shows in block diagram a digital communication link, whose 

component subsystems perform the following tasks [G] ,  Li]:  

1. Source encoder: converts the message source which may.be  either 

analog or digital into a binary digit stream which ideally has no 
n 

redundancy. 

2. Channel encoder:  maps source digit sequendes into channel digit 

sequences which contain controlled amounts of redundancy to combat 

channel transmission errors, either by means of,  forward error cor-. 

rection, or error detection and retransmission, oripoth. 

3. Modulator: converts binary digit sequences from the channel en-

coder into signals suitable for transmission over the physical wave-

form channel. 

4. Demodulator:  • extracts from the received signal r(t) a. replica .  

of the channel-encodèd digits. 

5. Channel Decoder:  inapsthe demodulated binary digits into source 

digits. 

6. Source Decoder:  uses the channel.decoder outputbits to recon- 

struct a replica of the original message. 
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The term digital communication implies a fundamental constraint on 

the transmitter and receiver in Fig. 2-1, namely that the transmitted signal 

consists of a superposition of time-translates of a few basic signals [L1]. 

Thus, each successive sequence of N=log 2M binary digits from the channel en-

coder is mapped into a modulator pulse, one or more of whose characteristics, 

such as amplitude, phase, frequency, position or duration, depend on the 

binary sequence. The result is Wary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM or 

digital AM), phase modulation (FM), frequency modulation (FM), pulse position 

modulation (PDM), or pulse duration modulation (PDM). In many cases of practi- 

% 
cal interest M is small, typically M < 32. 

The restriction to digital signalling is for ease of system imple-

mentation. Even with this constraint, the bit-error probability can be made 

arbitrarly small by proper channel encoder/decoder,  design provided that the 

rate at which source digits is transmitted does not exceed the capacity in 

bits/sec of the digital channel [L1, Gl, W1]. 

In designïng the modulator and demodulator, knowledge of the wave-

form channel behaviour is essential. The modulator is 'normally constrained in 

either peak or average transmitter power and, in the case of radio channels, 

in spectral emission characteristics. Simplicity of implementation is a 

primary consideration in implementation of the demodulator which is normally 

designed to minimize the probability of a demodulated bit error. Synchroniza-

tion at both the carrier signal level and binary symbol level is an additional 

necessary and often difficult task of the demodulator. [L2, S2]. Symbol syn-

chronization is often an added consideration in modulator design. 

Effective channel encoders can be implemented using linear feedback 

shift registers [Cl, L3, P1]. Decoding is more difficult and, except for 

selected (but very useful) codes, requires decoding algorithms whose implemen- 
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tation is often prohibitively expensive. Design and performance analysis of 

channel encoders and decoders requires knowledge of the bit-error statistics 

of the digital channel in Fig. 2-1, including bit-error dependencies. 

Improved source encoding is needed for highly redundant sources such 

as speech and video data if significant reductions in transmitted bit rates 

(and therefore in required channel bandwidth) are to be realized. We do not 

consider in this report any of the multitude of source coding schemes which, 

because of the continually improving micro-circuitry, are becoming ever easier 

to implement. 

II-4 Physical Behaviour. of Land  Mobile Radio Channels  

Land mobile radio channels are dispersive in time, frequency, and 

spaCe [J2, C2, K11. -Relative motion between the transmitter and receiver 

causes the.level of a received narrow-band signal to fluctuate rapidly, as 

'indicated in.Fig. 2.2., These level changes.are due to scattering and multi-

path, and vary with . the receiver's spatial location and  with the frequency band 

occupied by the signal.. The rate of signal level change depends-on the veloci-

ties of the mobile transceiver, which velocity is itself variable. Adjacent . 

peaks in the signal envelope correspond to changes in the. relative separation 

between transmitter and receiVer of one-half the-:(narrow-band)  signal's wave- 
. 

length. • 

The amplitude probability density f(a)  of the received signal level 

r is reasonably well approximated by the Rayleigh distribution, as follows 

[W1, F21: 

(2a/r0) -exp  a 7 0 

a < 0 L° 
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Fig. 2-2 Received signal level vs. time in an urban environment. 

Vehicle speed: 12 mph. Carrier frequency: 850 MHz. 

(after Arredondo and Smith [Al]) . 
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> 0 

2(Œ) 
0 0 	 a < 0 

[

(i/ro) exP (-c/r0)  
(2-2) 

wherè s = %/77-0721 is the local mean level of the received signal and ro is the 

average energy in the received signal. The distribution of r 2  the received 

signal energy is [W1,  Fi]: 

1 

The local mean signal level s varies slowly over several wavelengths 

as a result of gradual changes in path transmission characteristics. These 

changes result from variations in shadowing caused by topographical features ' 

such as street width, building height and hills. The amplitude probability 

density of s in dB is reasonably well approximated by the log-normal distribu-

tion, as follows [J2, F2 ]: 

1  
- 	exp (-(a-m) 2/2a 2 ) 	 (2-3) 

In (2-3) , (2-3) m is the mean signal level in dB averaged over several wavelengths 

(typically 50 m), and a is the standard deviation in dB of the local mean; a 

has been quatgd as 6 dB in London [F2] and as 8-12 dB in Japan and the U.S.A. 

[F2, J2]. 

The local mean m varies over the mobile coverage area as the distance 

D between transmitter and receiver changes. This variation is proportional to 

-n 
D where 2<n<4 [J2, 01] for D 40 km (25 miles). The rate of attenuation of 

n tends to increase with D. A recent study shows that n % 3.7 in urban 

Philadelphia [01]. 

The rate of ' .signal  level varidtion.relative-to vehicle speed affects 

the  performance of various  digital' transmission  schemes.-  The. carrier signal 

*wavelength X=c/f where c is the velocity .  of light (3.x 10 m/sec) and f.the 

carrier frequency. At 900 MHz, X=lft.. .Thus, fading minima in Fig. 2-2'cor-

respond to vehicle movements of 1/2 ft. (1/6 m).. At 15 mph (22'/sec) a*mobile 
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moves 44 half-wavelengths in one sec. For data rates of 10 Kb/s, 227 bits are 

transmitted as a vehicle moving at 15 mph moves one-half wavelength. For data 

rates of 1 Kb/s, 11 bits are transmitted as a vehicle moving at 30 mph moves 

one-half wavelength. Thus, at 10 Kb/s and 15 mph a 100 bit data block is 

transmitted as the vehicle moves one-quarter wavelength. At 1 Kb/s and 30 mph 

a 100 bit block is transmitted as the vehicle moves 5 wavelengths. It follows 

that the received signal level is relatively constant ' over  one bit period, but 

not necessarily during the transmission of  one :data block,when using conven- 

. - tional 30 kHz channels. The meah signal' level, however, being xalatively  con-

stant  over 50 m, is relatively constant - over one transmitted data block. 

The random doppler shifts in signal frequency caused by vehicle 

motion also broadens the power spectral density of the radiated signal on the 

order of 50 Hz at 20 mph. Because radiated,spectra normally hava bandwidths 

in excess of 10 Khz, this spectrum broading can be neglected below 1 GHz, for 

spectral occupancy. calculations. 

The signal level variations resulting from fading, local mean varia-

tions, and variations in transmitter-receiver separation D can exceed 20 dB, 

10 dB and 60 dB, respectively, which together caa cause a total received signal 

level variation in excess of 90 dB. One way to combat these large fluctuations 

is to use one or more types of diversity, based on the fact that these varia-

tions are not uniform over time, space or frequency. For example, spatial 

diversity utilizes several base station antennas located at the edge of the 

radio coverage area to reduce fluctuations in base-station received signal 

level resulting from all these of the above-noted causes [32]. By switching 

these antennas during transmissbn from the base station, variations in mobile 

receiver signal level due to shadowing and D 	can also be réduced con- 

siderably [J2]. Space diversity systems utilize the fact that the probability 
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of two or more transmission paths •being poor at the same time is considerably - 

iess than the corresponding probability for any individual path. Forward error 

correcting [1,1, Gl] codes involve use of time diversity. Frequency diversity 

is an inhérent part of recently proposed spread spectrum systems, in which 

each transceiver makes full use of the available spectrum. 

An alternative to diversity involves transmitting information at a 

rate which depends either directly or indirectly on the signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) at the receiver. Transmission rates are high when SNR is high, and 

conversely. Variable-rate transmission normally implies a two-way channel 

between transmitter and receiver. The receiver may estimate its signal-to- 

noise ratio and transmit this estimate to the transmitter, whose  information 

transmission rate is adjusted accordingly [C3, C4]. Alternatively, the 

decoder in the receiver may detect, rather than correct errors in transmitted 

bit sequences, and request retransmission of those sequences received in error. 

Retransmission probability is highest and information throughput is lowest when 

SNR is low; thus, the actual information rate adjusts automatically to the 

state of the channel. 

Again, it should be emphasized that Fig. 2.2 corresponds to a signal 

whose bandwidth is sufficiently narrow that the level of all frequency components 

vary in unison (flat fading). Conventional 30 kHz land mobile channels meet 

this narrow-band criterion; as indicated earlier, spread spectrum systems do not. 

•1 
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II-5 Modulation Alternatives for Land Mobile Radio Channels  

Digital modulation formats for conventional FM voice channels 

(=30 kHz bandwidth) have been considered in earlier reports [D1]. The methods 

deemed suitable include binary antipodal  PAN, PSK (and differential PSK), and 

FSK. 

In pulse amplitude modulation (PAN) the digital data modulator in 

Fig. 2-1 generates a signal s(t) whose constitutive pulse amplitudes depend on 

the symbol sequences { alc} impressed upon the modulator [L1]. Thus 

s(t) = [E a
k 

g(t-kT)] 111.7  cos (w
c
t + 	(2-3)• 

where a =±1, g(t) is the basic modulator pulse shape, w
c 

is the (radian) car-

rier signal frequency, 0 is the carrier phase, T=R-1  where R is the bit rate 

and P is the power of the unmodulated carrier signal. 

PAN  is best restricted to binary antipodal to avoid the need for 

decision level adjustment in.accordance with signal level changes :(the decision 

level remains at zero). Pulses g(t) - with zero intersymbol interference (isi) 

at sampling times are also.required, since isi receivers depend on .the signal 

level. 

Fig. 2-3 shows three different pulse shapes, all of which show zero 

intersymbol interference at the sampling times t.nT, ne. The two non- 

. 
rectangular pulses are derived from the family of pulse shapes 

f(t) = K(
sinHt/T

)(
cos a Ht/T) 

Ht/T 	1-(2at/T) 2  

where a (07a71) controls the pulse "excess" bandwidth  [Li]: and K the pulse 

power. For a=0, f 
a
(t) in Fig. 2-3 results, whereas f(t) occurs for a=1. The 

larger is a, the less is the performance degredation caused by sample-timing 

errors [L1]. The actual modulator pulse g(t) is derived from the corresponding 

modulator pulse shape f(t), as follows: for the-rectangular pulse, g l,(t)=f (t) 

'(274) i  
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spectral components at all frequencies, whereas  pulse  shapes ) and (c) are 
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while for the family specified by (2-4) g(t) is the inverse Fourier transform 

of 17-(7) where F(f) is the Fourier transform of f(t). These comments follow 

from the fact that minimization of bit error probability on a white Gaussian 

noise all-pass channel requires that the modulator pulse shape and receiver 

baseband filter impulse response be identical [1.1]. 

The power spectral density S(f) of the transmitted  PAN signal s(t) is 

1 
S(f) =Ip(f+f e) + P(f-f c)] (2-5) 

where P(f) is the power spectral density of the baseband signal p(t) = 

E a
k 

g(t-kT). Fig. 2-4 shows the corresponding plots of S(f); the sampling 

periods have been selected to enable the spectra to fit tightly inside a "top-

hat" spectral emission constraint. Pulse shape (b) is time-limited but has 

not time-limited but are strictly limited in bandwidth. 

Determination of the maximum permissible data rate for binary signal- 

ling is easiest for the sin t/t - type pulse with spectral density 

r .K
a 
= 1/2 W

a If!  <Wa 
S a(f) = (2-6) 

If] > Wa 
.1.1nn 

Amplitude K 'ds selected to ensure that the.tranamitted power is equal to that 
a 	• 

of the unmodulated carrier signal. The transmitted power P 
T 
 in the transmitted 

-  

signal 

0 

s(t) = p(t) IÏ  cos (wct + )- 

P
T 

= P fe°  P(f) df 

(2-7) 

(2-8) 

from which it follows immediately that f P(f) df = 1, where P(f) is the power 
-œ 

spectral density of baseband signal p(t). 
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10 logio (1/2 W
a
) = 8 -3.4 W

a 
(2-10) 

To ensure J.  S,(f)df = 1, Kb=1. To estimate the maximum bit rate Rb=Tb-1  for 

which S 	tightly,  fits the spectral emission constraint one can determine 

• the minimum T for which the envelope 1/(Trf) 2 T equals -60 dB for f=20 kHz. 

• The resulting value of Rb  is obtained from 

which yields Rb  = 3.95 Kb/s. Thus, the maximum bit rate permissible for 

conventional rectangular pulses under the "top-hat" constraint is 12.7% of 

that permitted for sin t/t - type pulses. In addition some interference is 

generated for adjacent channels at arbitrarily large frequencies from f . 

(2 -11b).- Rbair 20,000) 2  = 10-6  

If ! 
(1-a)/2T 

( 1-a)/2 T71 f17(1+a)/2 T 
C 	

c 1-sin [(uTc /a)(f- 
r  .1  

1.7  2T
c

1 ' 
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Use of (2-6) together with 

10 loguE(f) = 8 -3.4 If' 	1071f1720 	(2-9) 

where E(f) is the spectral emission constraint boundary in Fig. 2-4 for 

frequencies 1071f1720(f in kHz), yields the maximum value of  W15.5 kHz. This 
a 

value of W
a 

solves the following equation: 

It follows that the maximum bit rate is R =2 W =31 Kb/s. It should be noted 
a. 	a 

that the total absence of spectral energy outside the frequency band f ±15.5 

kHz in Fig. 2-4 implies zero interference with adjacent channels whose separa-

tion from f exceeds 31 kHz. 

A similar determination of the maximum' bit  rate . can be made for 

conventional binary antipodal ASK for which 

S
b
(f) = K

b 
(sin TrfT

b
/ufT

b
) 2  -(2-11a) 

• 

1 The power spectral density S c (f) of the transmitted signal with a=1 is 



and Cak l denotes the sequence of symbolS to be transmitted, 0 is, a random 

x(t) = 	E ak  g(t-kT) 
k=-.0 

(2-13) 
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u. 

1 

To fit S
c
(f) tightly inside the spectral emission characteristic one 

plots 10 logio S
c
(f) for various values of T

c 
and thereby determines the maxi- 

mum bit rate R =T -1 . The result will always exceed (1 - --4)R where R is the 
c c 	 2 a 	a  

maximum bit rate for the case a=0. Fig. 2-4 yields R
c
=20 Kb/s which, because 

of the emission constraint roll-off from -26dB to -60dB, exceeds the lower 

bound R
a
/2 = 15.5 Kb/s. To avoid adjacent-channel interference, frequency 

channels must be separated by at least 40 kHz. . 

Reduction of a would increase the maximum allowable bit rate as well 

as the timing error sensitivity. Thus, selection of excess bandwidth a permits 

a trade-off between these quantities. Selection of other pulse shapes limited 

to [0,T] such as triangles, half-cosine pulses and other zero-isi pulses not 

limited to [0,T] results in bit rates which lie between Ra 
= 31 Kb/s and 

Rb  = 4 Kb/s. 

Optimum digital data demodulators for PAN in white Gaussian noise 

are as shown in Fig. .275. In the. absence of isi, the filter impulse responSe 

h(t) is matched to the modulator pulse shape g(t). 

For FSK, the transmitted signal s(t) in Fig. 2-1 is of the form 

s(t) = IFF cos (w
c
t + w ft .x(t) at + e) d 	. 

(2-12) 

phase angle, P is the received power, 
C 
 is the carrier frequency, w + w x(t) 

d 

is the instantaneous frequency, and w
d 
 is the peak frequency deviation when 

x(t) is normalized to have unity peak amplitude. When g(t) in (2-13) is a 

rectangular pulse 
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1 	0<t<T• 
(2-14) g(t) 

0 	t70, t>T 

(2-15) g(t) = 
1

tu  -1 
7,È.cc's  2T 

ItIZT 

ItI >T 

and conventional FSK results. The selection of g(t) to give s(t) the most 

desirable spectral shape while maintaining low error rates remains an unsolved 

problem, in general. 

Receivers for FSK signals are of the form shown in Fig. 2-5, except 

that for optimum reception, the receiver signal processor consists of a bank 

of filters, with each filter matched to one of the N possible FSK pulses 

[1,1,W1] (N=2 for binary signalling). Such receivers perform coherent detection. 

Optimum incoherent detection involves matched filtering followed by envelope 

detection; the result is a simpler receiver, since the phase O in (2-12) need 

not be tracked by the receiver. Another (suboptimum) receiver consists of a 

bandPass filter, followed by a limiter-discriminator, followed by a lowpass 

filter as the receiver signal processor [T1,J2]. 

When the data rate R for conventional binary FSK is such that 

• T= 4f
d 
= 2w

d 
 /u, minimum shift keying (MSK) results. MSK signals can be •viewed 

as being composed of quadrature carrier PAN  signals modulated by alternative 

data bits [K2,A2,G2]. Viewed in this way, MSK signals can be detected co-

herently using the receiver in Fig. 2-6. The result is a 3dB improvement in 

received power utilization over that which results when MSK is detected 

(coherently) as binary orthogonal FSK. The basic pulse shapes g(t) for each 

quadrature data stream are as follows: 

.The transmitted MSK signal is of the form 

s(t)=1-15.[Ea.g(t-iT)cos(2uf t+0) +E 	a.gt-iT)sin(2uf c
t+0

)
]. . (2-16) .  

c 	• 
i even 	• 	

• 	
i odd- 
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(2-18) 
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where P is the transmitted power, 

phase angle. 

are the binary symbols, and 0 a random 

In general, the determination of the power spectral density of 

digital FM signals is difficult, and requires approximate techniques [G3,S3,T1] 

However, for binary MSK the power spectral density SmsK (0 is as follows: 

8PT(1+cos47rfT)  

¶ 2 (1-16T2 f 2 ) 2  

where f is the frequency offset from the carrier. Fig. 2-7 shows S
MSK 

 (0 fitted 

tightly within the "top-hat" characteristic referred to earlier, for which the 

maximum permitted. bit-rate is R=36 Kbs. 

The compact MSK spectrum results because of phase continuity between 

bits. Extension of phase continuity to the first and higher derivatives leads 

to MSK-type signals, such as sinusoidal FSK (SFSK) [A21, where the transmitted 

signal consists of two quadrature data streams of the form of (2-16) with 

S K  (E)  (2-17) 

1 r ut 	,., 	2wt, 
— cos 	u elm —j  

1/Î 	
2T 

g (t) = 

L 

where U=1/4. Analysis shows that SFSK signals have spectra which fall off as 

as compared with f-4  for MSK and f-2  for conventional  .PSK. Fig. 2-8 shows 

spectra for these three types of signals. Note that SFSK is more difficult to 

implement than MSK. 

A conventional digital phase modulated signal is of the form 

( t)  = 	-27 	g(t-kT) (cos to t + cl) ) 
c 	k  

(2-190 .  

Where rectangular pulse'g(t) is-defined in (2-14):' -  Phase sequency {qak] varies 

In accordance with symbol sequence' •{a.k 
	k 
1; for example cl) =2krilL 

-  

where  Lis  the number of symbol levels., 
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Eqn. (2-19a) may be rewritten as follows: 

s(t) = /IRE 1°  b 	w t + [ ! c g(t-kT)] sin w tl 	(2,-19b) 
k=-.0 	k=-03 k  

:where 

• b
k 

= cos (I)
k 	

(2-19c) 

	

-ck  = sin (1)k 	 (2-19d) 

• = 2uk/L 	 (2-19e) 

Thus, conventional PSK consistS of quadrature PAN  signals.' For binary PSK .  

1k
=0 or u, in whiCh case bk=±1 and ck=0. The resulting signal s(t) is identi-

caLtOEPAM with rectangular baseband pulses- ,  and the power spectral density of 

s(t) in (2-19) is given by the response S (f) in Fig. 2-3. 

Optimal detection of conventional PSK on Gaussian white noise 

channels involves synchronous demodulation of the quadrature carriers sin w t 

and cos w
c
t, processing of each of these demodulated signals by filters matched 

to g(t), sampling of the filtered outputs and optimal decision making [L1,W1]. 

Because the optimum decision device compares:ratios of numbers from- the 

demodulated quadrature carriers, PSK on Rayleigh fading channels need not be 

restricted to binary. 

Use of differential PSK (DPSK) obviates the need to track the carrier 

signal phase. In DPSK the received symbol phase is compared with that of the 

previously detected symbol. The added receiver complexity resulting from 

differential detection is usually more than offset by the absence of carrier 

phase recovery equipment. Some error rate increase occurs since errors tend 

to occur in pairs [L1,W1]; if the detected phase of a symbol is incorrect, the 

(differentially) detected phase of the following symbol is also likely to be 

in error. A transmitter power increase  of  not.more:_than 3dB reduces the DPSK. 

error rate to that obtainable using PSK. DPSK signal spectra are like PSK 
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II-6  Interference Effects  

Our earlier report [D1] derives in detail the signal-to-noise plus 

interference ratio at the output of the filters in Fig. 2-5 and 2-6. 

• Define 

y(t) = x(t) + n(t) 	 (2-20) 

• where x(t) is the output due to the desired data signal, and n(t) is due to 

noise plus both co-channel and/or adjacent-channel interference. The output 

signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio, SNR is as follows: 

SNR = E[x ]/E[n ] 

= [(N/S) + E(I /S) + E(I A /S)] -1 	(2-21) 

v v 	d " 

In (2-21) S, N, I
v 

and I
d 

represent energy resulting from the trans-

mitted data signal, Gaussian noise of power spectral density No
/2, FM voice 

signal interference, and interference from other data signals. In this work, 

we assume that all receiver filter characteristics H(f) are matched to the 

transmitted modulator pulse shapes GT
(f), (i.e. H(f)=G(0) where we specifi-

cally include bit period 	note that GT (f) is the Fourier transform of modu- 

lator pulse g
T
(t)=g(t). We also assume no FM voice interference. These 

restrictions are flot essential, although matched filtering maximizes SNR 

in white noise, and accurate results for voice interference require a reliable 

model for the transmitted FM voice signal spectrum [D1]. Thus, 

N/S = N /2P T 
O 	s 

(2-22) 

'where P
s 

and P denote the received power in-the desired and interfering data 

signals, respectively, and C
d 

is the interference function which depends on 

modulator pulse shape g(t) and the product .AT, where à is the separation 

between adjacent channels. (Typically, à=30 kHz.) Function Cd  is as follows: 



(2-27) 

(2-28) 
0 1>1 

lxi‹1
•  

• 1+ cos TrX  
T[ 

2 

G (X)1 2  = 

••n 

33 

Cd (AT,g) = (2T)-1  fœ lG
T 
 (f-A)1 2 1G

T
(01 2df 	• 

-co 	
(2-24a) 

= (1/2T2)_CIGT(X-AT)1 2 1GT (X)1 2dX 	. (2-24b) 

1 ,c0 2„ 
= 	J p ( C) cos  27TATdT 	 (2-24c) 

T0 g 

= f p 
g

2
(x) cos 27rATxdx 	(2-24d) 

0  

and 

p(T) = 	
03 

 g (t).g ( -U-T)dt 	. 	(2.-25) g 	T 	T 

These results apply to binary  PAN and PSK signals, and to MSK signals 

as well if the bit period T is replaced by 2T, and if , Cd  is multiplied by the 

factor two [D1,K2]. For MSK P
s 

and P 
d 
 includes the total received power, as 

for PAN and PSK.. 

Summarized below are functions C
d
(AT) for binary PAM, PSK, MSK and 

SFSK signals [D1]: 

For raised cosine PAM signalling with a=0, 

0 	1 .7n 171/2 
1G
T
(X)1 2 ' = 	• 

[ T 	1Xl<1/2 

Thus, Cd=0 for IAT171,  and' for ILTI<1 (without lOss in generality. A>0) 

= (1/2T2 ) f4  T2dX 

= (1-AT)/2  

-For raised cosine signalling with a=1; 	' 
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p (T) = 2-31) 

ITI 7T 

ITI>T 

C
d 
 = I1 (1-x) 2  cos (2nATx)dx 

0 

For SFSK g
2T

(0=g(t) in (2718) with U=1/4 and 

T- 
) = (1- ITI )  cos ITITI  + 1  f 

2T 	2T 	T 0 

ut 	2nt 	uITI )dt - 2U sin 	cos 

— cos- wt/2T 
IF 

1 	. 	,,[7] 	11- 1T1 Tisin 	+ (1-  

	

 
2T 	. 2T 	. 	2T 

I <2T 

2-34) 

I TI72T 

I t I <T 

(2-33) 

I t I >T 

p (T) 

For IATI72, Cd=0. For AT<2 

1 
C
d 
 = — f1  (1+ cox rX)(1+ cos n(X-AndX 

8 
AT-1 

34 

1 	AT 	3 
= 	(1- --)(2+ cos uLT)+ — sin uAT 

ir 	2 	16u 

For rectangular-pulses (conventional PSK) 

ibfif 	Iti7T/2 	 • 

T
(t) = 

ItI >T/2 

and 

(2-29) 

(2-30) 

1   
[1 

sin 2uAT  
2uAT 

u 2(AT) 2  

For AT=0, Cd=1/3. 

2-32) 

With MSK regarded as staggered guadrature:pAM'signals, 
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For MSK and SFSK, Cd  is most easily determined numerically. 

Figs. 2-9 and 2-10 show C
d
(AT) for the various signalling schemes. 

These results are for optimum receivers. Use of suboptimum receivers results 

in increased values for C
d. 

For example, the dotted curve in Fig. 2-10 is 

for MSK detection using a more easily implemented single matched filter, 

sampled every T sec., as in Fig. 2-5, where [K3] 

h(t) = [ 
cos (n t/T) 

0 	

iti7T/2 ' 

Iti>T/2 

The parameter U in (2-37) can be varied to reduce C
d 
 for small 

values of A'at the expenSe of an:increase in C
d 
 for:larger A[E1]: 

, 

• 	Interference which results when the signal and interfering signals 

-have different modulator formats can be determined [D1]. Crosstalk C
d 

d
e

-creases as AT increases at à rate.determined.by  'that :  data format with the 

sloWést spectral  roll-Off rate [R1], and the mntUal intèrference'effects 

two . data signals with different modulator pulse shapes is identical [D1]; 

thus, if g(t) and h(t) are the modulator pulse shapes of the twci_datà signais  

then, • 

1 co 
Cd (1T) = - I p (x) -  p

h
(x) cos 271-ATxdx/[1 p . (x) p (-x)dx] 2 	(2737) 

g 	h 
0 	 0 

Design a data signal with spectra to fit within emission charac-

teristics is not altogether satisfactory in terms of reducing adjacent-

channel interference. Rather, what is required are signals with fast spectral 

roll-off rates, which lead to rapidly decreasing values of Cd. 

(2-36) 
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where 

SNR = 2P/RN
0 

-(27739) 

11-7 Bit-Error Probability Determination  

For binary antipodal signalling on white Gaussian noise channels, 

the bit-error probability p with optimum receivers is 

p = erfc (IFF) 

38 

(2-38) 

erfc(x) - 7 ,xp  (_y  2 / 2 ) dy  
. /Fr x 

(2-40) 

and P, R and N
o
/2 denote, respectively, the received signal power, noise power:  

spectral density and bit rate. Binary  PAN and binary PSK are examples of 

binary antipodal signalling, as are binary MSK and 4-phase PSK when viewed as 

quadrature streams of binary PAM data, provided P is the power in each stream. 

. When the signal level is subject to Rayleigh fading, p must be 

average over these levels. The result is. 

p = (2 4- SNR) -1 	 (2-41) 

where the overbar, omitted in what follows, represents an average. 

Figure 2-11 shows p as given by (2-38) and (2-41) vs. SNR. The 

effects of Rayleigh fading are clear. Even though deep fades are relatively 

rare, when they occur the bit-error probability increases severely, and this 

increase dominates the average. 

Non-white Gaussian noise, multi-level signalling or suboptimum 

receivers change the above values for p. However, in all cases, p decreases 

exponentially with SNR for Gaussian channels, and linearly for Rayleigh 

channels. 

In land mobile channels, there are several additional factors af-

fecting bit-error probability. In many cases, interfering signals with 

Rayleigh:varying :leveIs constitute the 'primary-disturbance. Whenthere are 
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many interferers of nearly equal effect, the central limit theorem may be 

used to approximate interference as (non-white) Gaussian noise. When there 

are few interferers, p must be averaged over both signal and interference 

levels. Also, vehicle movement causes changes in the mean signal level as a 

result of shadowing and distance separation. These latter changes would 

normally result in block error probabilities being averaged [E2]. In block 

averages, bit-error variations resulting from vehicle movement and Rayleigh 

fading cause burst errors [L1,P1,L3]. 	The effects of these bursts can be 

reduced by interleaving [L1]. 

11-8 Channel Sharing Alternatives  

Various approaches exist for sharing the scarce radio spectrum. The 

usual approach involves its division into channels of 25 KHz or 30 KHz. Com-

munication between a mobile and base can proceed when a channel to which both 

are tuned becomes free. Base stations can access all channels, whereas 

mobiles are normally able to access only a few. Mobile costs increase with 

the number of accessible channels. 

Division of a radio coverage area into cells enables reuse of -fre- 

quency channels [J2]. Channel reuse-  causes.cochannel interference Whose 

- level depends on the distance between centres-of cells assigned the same 

channel. s. In the cellular plan of Fig. . 2-12, sèven groups of channels are . 

assigned .(permanently) às shown: -  . Assignment schemes also affect adjacent- 
. 

'channel interference levels [M1],  

Channels may be assigned permanently to cells, or may be assigned 

dynamically in accordance with message traffic demands.• .Dynamic assignments 

require . mlich  more computer. software to ensure that reuse.  separations are 
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maintained, but can improve spectrum efficiency, particularly at low traffic 

levels [J2]. 

An alternative to conventional frequency division multiplexing is, 

spread spectrum (SSMA) [C5]. All users are assigned a unique code sequence 

which uses the entire frequency spectrum. This code provides for user identi-

fication, addressing, and interference suppression. Frequency diversity is 

also provided, since fading over a wideband channel of several hundred kHz is 

selective, and all frequencies are not subject to fading at the same time. 

The code sequence itself consists of narrowband pulse sequences, with the 

various pulses having different centre frequencies. Receivers for SSMA are 

currently more expensive than for conventional FDM systems, but mass produc-

tion would decrease costs. At present it is not clear whether or not SSMA 

provides for better spectrum efficiency than does FDM. More analysis is re-

quired to make accurate performance comparisons for the two types of systems. 

Various switching alternatives exist for land mobile radià systems. 

Line (or circuit) editching is the older, conventional strategy; a connection 

between transmitter and receiver is established and held for the duration .of 

the call. A newer method, packet switching [K4,S5], invOlves segmentation of 

messages into fixed length packets, which are transmitted over the first 

available channel. Packet editching may enable more efficient utilization of 

the radio spectrum. However, new problems arise, including routing of .packets, 

out-of-order packet arrivals, and Overflow of reassembly buffers. Some com-

parisons of the costs  and  efficiency of line and packet switched systems exist 

but conclusive comparisons are  not yet available. 
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accurateenough to ,adequately describe system behaviour and yet simpleenough. 

• to facilitate analysis, design, assessment and optimization. 

between accuracy and simplicity are nearly always necessary. 

Compromises 

111-2 Delay and Blocking Probability  

Consider . a base station serving a region where"MesSages are generàtgd - . 

. independently . at  an average rate X per sec; message 'lengths are,.exponéntially ' 

distributed with mean 1ength 11 -1-hits/message;  and are  served by  one 'ofm 

channels, and each channel transmitS at rate R bitsJsec as.in:Fig. 	Calls 

which cannot be handled iMmediately are delayed 'and queUed 'for transmission, 

normally on a first-come first-serve (FCFS) basis. "This 	call7" 

III SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

III-1 Desired Attributes of System Performance Criteria  

Analysis, assessment and design of systems is ultimately based on 

how well a system accomplishes its tasks for a given cost. Objective evalua-

tions require quantitative performance measures whose selection is an impor-

tant aspect of system design and evaluation. Performance criteria should be 

Useful criteria for digital mobile radicicômmunication systeMS 

include information throughput, cost,'system reliability  and  either time 

delay or blocking probability. Bit-error probability  or output signal-to-

noise ratio is often used as a measure of reliability: :These four are' - nôt:-: 

independent but are related as described in this and subsequent, Chapters. - 

Other performance criteria which are of interest include system 

sensitivity to changes in various parameters, and channel occupancy which is 

discussed in Section 111-4. 
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p = VpR 	 › 	. (3-2) 

m-1 
= { E (Pk/k!) +  

k=0 
(3-3) •  
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handling discipline, and approximates what would occur in non-real-time 

transmission of text or control information of the type described in Chapter 2. 

Analysis is based  on  c
k' 

the probability of k. different - messages , 

being in. the system, either being served or waiting in a queue, where [K1,S11':' • 

k 
fk! [. coP 	km   . 

co (p/m) kmm/mr  

(3-1) 

The delay D between generation of a message and completion of 

transmission is 	• 

D = (1/PR) + (Pm/PmR[1-(P/m)i) 

where P
m 

is the probability that the system contains m or more messages; 

(3-4) 

= {c0/[1— (p/m)Dp m  

Note that 
; 

c
0  /[1-(P/m)] = {e/m! + [1.“P/10] E 4s K/m1

-1  

• 	k=0 ' 	« 

(3_5a) 

3-5b)  

In (3-4) ?  1/pR is the average message transmission time. The second 

term is the product of the average waiting time and the probability P that 

-m or more messages reside in the system,:in which cape all channels« are.busy.: . 

The results actually apply to any  service .discipline  not dependent on mes-

sage.lengths [Ki]. 

Often, one considers the normalized delay , which describes D 

relative to the total service capacity pmR; thus 
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(3-6 

-1 b 	= [  
k=0 

(3-9) 

= b
m 

(3-10) 

= (pmR)D 

m + Pm/[1-(P/m)] 

Fig. 3-2 shows d in (3-6) vs p/m = X/pmR which is the traffic car-

ried X relative to the system service capacity. As m increases for any given 

value of p/m, d increases. Clearly, relatively few high capacity servers 

(channels) are preferred to a larger number of low capacity servers, when p/m 

is fixed. 

The effects of scaling both  X and R by the same factor a are readily 

determined from (3-4) and (3-5). - For m fixed, p and therefore P depend only 
. m 

on the ratio X/11R; thus 

- 	D(m,aX,aR) = D(m,X,R)/a . 	• 	(3-7) 

This is a significant result, which says that uniform scaling of 

both X and R actually reduces D by the scale factor, for any number of 

servers m. 

An alternative call-handling discipline is Erlang B[K1,J1], where 

calls arriving when all channels are busy are discarded. (in effect, the buf-

fer in Fig. 3-1 has zero capacity). Voice traffic is said to obey such 

behaviour [J1]. The usual assumption is that blocked calls never return. 

Under Erlang B, 

- b
k 
 = b p

k
/k! 	k<m 	 (3-8) 

, 	0 

The blocking probability PB  is 
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• throughput Q as follows; 

Q = (AA/pBH
1
-P

B 

Sfl-P ] 

where A is the message arrival rate per unit of coverage area, and ii the 

average message length. 

The number of mobiles is reflected only in the value of A which 

.equais the product of mean call attempt rate per mobile  X and the nuMber of 

mobiles. 

(3-11) 

Fig. 3-3 shows P
B 

as given by (3-10) vs (p/m)(1-P ), which is the 

traffic carried X(1-P
B

) relative to the system service capacity pmR. It is 

clear that for a fixed level of traffic carried, many low capacity channels 

are preferable to a few high capacity ones, when P is the performance 

criterion. 

Other call-handling disciplines have been proposed to model system 

behaviour, including those in a recent study [N1] where calls either remained 

in the queue (with probability 6) or left immediately (with probability 1-6)." 

Parameter 6 provides for a range of disciplines; however, the study supports 

the general utility of the Erlang B and C disciplines, corresponding to 

6=0 and 6=1, respectively. 

111-3 System Throughput  

System throughput is  the total  number...of bits 'successfully trans7: 

mitted, often normalized with respect to time, total system bandwidth 

and/or coverage area A. When normalization is. with:respect to B, throughput. 

is often referred to as spectrum efficiency (in bits/sec/Hz). We define 
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When mobiles are distributed unevenly ..over the coverage area, then 

AA = X In(x,y)dxdy 	 (3712) v 	. 
A 

where n(x,y) represents the density of mobiles in the neighbourhood of x,y. 

In an Erlang B environMent, PB 
is given by (3-10). ..For Erlang C, 

Figure 3.4 shows Q vs. m for various P and d values.. 

111-4 Channel Occupancy 

Channel.occupancy may be defined either  as the average  number of 

channels occupied, per cell, or as the probability that exactly k of the m 

available channels are occupied. 

If the latter definition is employed, then Cnannel occupancy for 

each value of k is given by c
k 

in (3-1) for Erlang C call-handling or by b 

in (3-8) for Erlang B call-handling. Figure 3-5 shows p, vs. p/m and k for 
LC 

Erlang B call-handling, for m=2 and m=8. When k=m, p =P . It is seen that 
m B 

as the traffic offered p/m increases, the probability is that an increasing 

number of channels will be occupied. 

Figure 3-6 shows P vs. p/m, which allows Fig. 3-5 or 

used to determine p
k 

vs. traffic carried  

Comparison of (3-1) and (3-8) shows that for km  occupancies pk  

for Erlang C equal those for Erlang B times the scale factor c
0 
 /b

0 
 . For 

k=m, the scale factor is c
0 
 /b

0 
 (1- 2-) 	Figure 3-7 shows these scale factors 
 M 

vs  p/m, for m=2 and m=8. One sees that as p/m increases, Erlang C call-

handling has an increasingly higher value of p and increasingly lower values 

for p (k<m) than does Erlang B. The reason for this behaviour is that 

Erlang C queues calls, while Erlang B does not. 
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• 	If occupancy 4) is defined to be the average number of channels 

occupied at any given moment, then it is shown in Appendix B that 4)=Q, the 

system throughput. Thus, Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 can be viewed as displaying 4) 

vs. either PB  (for Erlang B) or d (for Erlang C). Figure 3-8 shows 4) for 

Erlang B vs. traffic offered. One sees that as d or P
B 

increase, cp also 

increases, as expected. This definition for. 4) also equates 4) to the proba-

bility that any given channel will be occupied, assuming that all channels 

are equally loaded. 

Again, the reminder that-these results apply'to a system,where m 

ls= fixed, or at least changes sufficiently slowly that steady-statequeueing 

theory is applicable [K1]. 

111-5 	Reliability  

Precise  définitions of system reliability -  are elusive, not oplyYin 

. the presentcontext but in other system design contexts as well ID1,W1,Fil. 

We define-reliability as the output signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio 

SNR, calculated as in the following convenient way. The desired signal; as. 

well as any interfering signals from the same radio Covéra-ge cell are àssumed 

to be located at a median  radius  r/i, where r is the'Cell -radiusNote.that 

_approximately half of the  area lies between: tili and 'r and that the remainder 

lies-between.0 and 	The receiVer'is assuMed to be at the cell's - centre. 

Interfering signals are assumed . .to originateifroM-the centre of anyether 

cell. . -Thus, for desired and interfering.signals from the'same cell, the ratio 

P/P 	where P and P denote-  interfering and.desired signal powers, respec 
k. 	k 

tively.' For an Interfering signar . from.an  Imediately adjacent cell; . 

where n ià the propagation factor (nominS.11y, n=3-5). If inter- 
k- 
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ference is the predominant source of disturbance, which we assume, then 

SNR =- [E 	(P /P) n  C(A/R171  
ks  k k 

(3-13) . 

where (P/P
k
) depends only on the relative cell locations of the signal and 

interferers. Channel occupancy (I)
k 

is for channel k. 

In (3-13) all interferers have the same modulation format, and A 

is the channel spacing between the signal and interferer; normally A
k 

is some 

integer multiple of a basic spacing à. If some interferers have different 

modulation formats, then function C will be different for these interferers. 

The:above approach, in effect, averages the effects-of Rayleigh and 

lognormal :„fading, but explicitly includes spatial separation and channel - 

occupancy effects, as well as the effects of the propagation factor n, modu-

lation format, channel - separation and data rate.  Also implicitly included 

-(im (p) are the . number of.  channels m and the traffic-level p. 

Determination of the actual (uncoded) bit error probability p would 

require averaging of 'p with respect to Rayleigh and lognormal fading of both 

the signal and interferers, as explained in Section 2-7 .. 

III-6 Cost Considerations  

System cost is closely related to complexity. Costs can be expressed 

as a sum of mobile costs and base station costs. 

In the case of base facilities, cost increases with the number of 

base stations'. An increase from single to multiple base systems would nor-

mally involve addition of facilities for channel scanning, as well as for 

vehicle location in order that the base nearest a mobile could be assigned 

thereto. In fact, the addition of facilities to locate mobiles may be a 

k: 
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useful one in any case, since mobile location is  ail  that is required in many 

instances. With location equipment in place the actual data transmissions 

for location only could be minimized. The accuracy required of location 

equipment increases as the coverage area decreases, but the signal-to-noise 

requirements for data transmission become less. In cellular systems where 

frequency channels are not reused, location need not be very accurate, and 

could probably be based on received signal strength. Various authors 

P1,01,R11 present good discussions of the  vehicle location problem. 

The algorithms used to assign channels to cells affects cost (or 

complexity)-of base facilities. Dynamic assignment schemes Involve consider-

able hardware and software to store current assignments, and to provide co-

ordination and calculations for assigning available channels. Fixed assign-

ment schemes, where each channel is permanently assigned to a specific cell, 

cost less to implement, and for heavier traffic, actually seem more effective. 

Mobile costs include a fixed cost, plus a variable cost which in-

creases with the number of channels per mobile. A mobile with more than one 

channel would often require channel scanning equipment, which would add to 

its cost. 

.Typical'costs (in 1979 dollars, Canadien) ,are $10,000.00for bases, 

excluding location equipment and land lines. A single-channel mobile costs, 

typically, $1,500.00. Clearly, bases cost more than mobiles. However, the 

expected useful life of bases is often longer, and their cost is spread over 

the number of mobiles served. Thus, schemes •which increase the number of 

channels on which each base can communicate may actually be cost effective 

overall, since the number of channels per mobile may be reduced for any given 

throughput level. 

• •Costs of both mobile-and-base transmitters end rèceivers•would tend 



ties, each would tend to minimize its  on  costs, possibly at the others' 

expense. However, costs might still fall because of increased competition. 

Technology changes come rapidly, particularly in digital hardware 
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to increase with the overall system bandwidth B. Transceiver costs would be 

about the same for the various modulation schemes discussed in Chapter 2, 

although some cost savings would result if optimum MSK coherent detection 

were replaced by suboptimum incoherent detection. However, the SNR penalty 

of approximately 6dB would be regained only at some additional cost. The 

-SFSK receiver electronics would involve some cost increases above those for 

the other modulation schemes. However, the cost per channel or per bit 

transmitted could actually Wless, because of reduced'sensitivity to' adjacent_' 

channel interference, which would permit higher . throughputa. 

Use of channel codes for error correction and/or detection-would 

increase-receiver costs, but would also very likely:imp/bye throughput. Thus, 

the cost per bit - transmitted may decrease. 

Costs are seen from the point of view of those who are to pay .them.. 

If.one entity provides both base and mobile facilities, overall costs would 

tend to be minimized. If bases and mobiles were supplied by different enti- 

and software. The result is a continued change in cost and implementation 

cbmplèXity*. Benefit/cost ratios:also change substantially over time. Ever- 

increasing numbers of vehicles and increasing fuel costs make the use of 

mobile communication facilities increasingly attractive. Thus, channel con- 

trol schemes or transceiver implementations Tihich are presently uneconomical,. 

may be economical in the future. 

A detailed study of mobile system costs is beyond our scope. 

. this report costs-are addressed, indirectly, by noting cost-determing parameter : 
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values and operational features. Much literature is available which deals 

with cOmmunication system costs [H1,L1,S1,Y1]. 

111-7 Overall Approach to System Analysis and Design  

Our objective at this point is to devise a rational and viable ap-

proach to system analysis and design which will include all performance 

criteria and important system parameters. 

The following- approach is adopted: 

1. The -signal-to-noise-plus-interference,ratio SNR is constrained 

to a specified value.  This.,constraint will define a lower limit on 

L\/R,  which limit will depend on the SNR value, the modulationformat, 

the.number . of cells N, the propagation factor,.n and the iffly in which - 

channels are assigned to cells. 

2. Both P
B

. and D - as determined in Section 3-2 are determined  In , 

terms-of the various system variables, includingthe throughput 

factur.S in (3-11). 	 . 

3. -The system throughput Q in bits/sec/Hz is determined in (3-11). 

4. P
B 

and/or D is expressed vs. Q for-various system parameter 

values. Particular emphasis is given to selecting these parameters 

to maximize Q for P
13, 

 or D fixed. 	. 	• 	• 

5. Cost is determined indirectly by observing the values required 

for B, the total  number:of channéls-ffl/A-, the . number of channels 

-per mobile m; the number of bases N, and byjioting the complexity 

of the channel assignment scheme, modulation format and channel code: 

The above approach permits the total number of system parameters to 

number of mobiles, average be reduced to a manageable few; for example, the 
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message.length, radio coverage area, system bandwidth, and call attempt rate 

. per mobile are conbined -into a single variable. 

The use of both d and P does involve system design conflicts-; a , 

low D value'favours minimal values.for m-and AIR; and large R values. Low 

values for P
B 

favour minimum ,VR values but large values for m,-with R•equal 

to (and not in excess of) the rate required : for real-time traffic. Implica -

tions of these conflicts are considered in Chapter 4. Both criteria  are  use-

ful, since systems originally designed for one type of digital traffic could, 

intime,  carry all three types of traffic described .  in Section 2-2; in this 

latter case both criteria would be needed. 

How should the SNR constraint value be-chosen? The.obvious answer 

is that the .choice should yield an acceptable bit-error probability p. 

Unfortunately, p is not available as an average over coVerage area;'lognormal 

and Rayleigh fading,and'interferencé levels, although recent useful work by', 

French [F2] relates SNR - to required.geographic separation for, combatting co-

channel interference. The absence of a . precise relationship between p and 

SNR does not invalidate our approach, since p is a mon6tone décreasing fUnc- 

tion of SNR. However, precise knowledge of p is of interest 

for evaluating thé performance of-channel codes,- .Coding can subStantlally 

improve throughput on Rayleigh channels, which are siMilarin .many ways:t0 

mobile channels. 

In the following three chapters, throughput relates to ail bits 

transmitted. In Chapter 7,. we discuss the application of channel coding, 

and show how throughput is easily modified to include its effects. 

The sensitivity of the performance criteria to changes in system 

parameterà is examined, primarily by actually varying the parameters, and 

examining the effects on performance. 

d is useful 
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IV ANALYSIS'AND DESIGN OF SINGLE-CELL SYSTEMS .  

IV-I Single-Cell Systems  

(4-1) 

p = À/UR 

= (À/pB)(B/A)(A/R) 

= (AÀ/pB)m(A/R) 
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In many existing:systems all  mobiles are served lpy-  à 'single base 	, 

with M'= B/A two 7way channels transmitting It. bits/sec -  in:each 

Single-cell systems do not require co-ordination aMong different 'base stations 

and are therefore relatively inexpensive. 

For single-cellsYstems, the signal and all interféringpOwers P and P 

in (3-13) are equal, in which case 

station, 

• 
SNR

-1 
 -= E (1) 

k 
 C(kA/R). 

k  

where k ranges over positive and negative integer values. 

Ali but thé two channels at.the èdges  of  the frequency'speCtrum have 

channels on either side.of themselves. Whenall channels are loaded:equally, as 

. will be - the case in what folloWs, 	= (p, and 	_ 	• 

SNR
-1 
 = 2cp E C(kA/R) 

+k 

In:aCtually determining A/R to meet the SNR- requireMént àll except . 

.immediately adjacent-channels have negligible effect for MSK; SFSK.and.PAM., . 

For PSK all but  the  two closest-(in' frequency) channels have negligible-effect. 

With m as the,number of :channels . Per_mobile, A as the message .traffic 

per unit of  Coverage area, 14 . = B/A as the total number of chànneisi. and À as, 

the trafficioer groUp of m channels, • = A.Am/M. .Thè - Utilizàtion  factor form 

'channels is_ 

(4-2) 



where 

T = aqleD 

= (mpR)D(M/m) 

= (M/m)d (4-4b) 

Thus, 

p/m = Oà/R 	 (4-3) 

Equation (4-3) assumes that all Channels carry equal traffic and that 

each channel has binary data rate R. 

It follows from (4-3) that Figures 3-3 to 3-7, inclusive display PB  

and channel occupancies vs Qà/R. 

The delay D normalized relative to the total system capacity pl4R is 

and where d = (mpR)D. Thus, the delay vs throughput curves in Figure 2-2 can 

be.used to determine  T,  provided the rèsultingAelay dis  multiplied by (M/e. 

IV-2 .Effects of Bit Rate and Channel.Spacing on System Performance  

Two questions of .immediate concern are selection of bit rate -R and 

channel spacing à. We betin by.aSsuming that'll is liked, and that à is  in- 

creased from the minimum value permitted by-the SNR-contraint in . (4 .-2). In 

'order for p/m in (4-3) - .to remain unchanged (3 must decrease to keep els .constant: 

.-Thère results a corresponding decrease in M..= B/à, and in the total system_ 

:service capacity. pMR. If m remains unchangedthen so do P 
B 
 and ip 	ni de- 

creases with. M, hôwever, then P
B 

would increase even - if Mremainedrconstant- 

Maintaining m fixed while 134 remains constant:leaves d and  (I) d un- - 

changed.: Although T decreases, since M/m decresseS; actual.delay'DreMairis 
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unchanged. If m decreases to maintain M/m constant, d and T both decrease, 

but D again remains unchanged. 

It follows that an increase In 'A from its minimum allowed value while 

maintaining R fixed requires a corresponding decrease in throughput to prevent 

an assured increase in both blocking probability and delay. If m decreases with 

e, P will increase even with this decrease in S. In any case AIR  should be 
• minimized. 

The selection  of the  actual Values for_R and A is more difficult. 'For 

real-time voice traffic, R would be the minimum value required to transmit at 

a rate required for adequate speech quality, and A/R would then be minimized, 

as explained above. In addition m would be made as large as possible, subject 

to cost constraints. The choice m = M minimizes P
B. 

For non-real-time data, maximizing R with  AIR  fiXed minimizes M.while 

keeping total service capacity im 'constant. Sinimizing M miniMiZes't =:..M/m)d 

for any fixed value of m, and therefore minimizes D. The actuaLvalue of m• 

not very important; an'increase in m reduces M/m bait increases d by an almost 

equal amount. When channels are divided into groups of m channels each, with 

each mobile assigned one of these gxoups, -M/m:equals'-the number of Such groups. 

An increase in m is  offset  by the decrease in.the number of'grOUpS, usually. 

The maximum value for R. will be governed by Gaussian noise; as R in-

creases the energy per bit decreases, with the result that Gaussian noise will 

eventually provide the SNR constraint limitation. The maximum R at which this 

limitation occurs depends on the type of receiver, radiated power, and cell 

size. Unless this limit on R fails to exceed that value required for real-

time traffic, a conflict arises when both real-time and non-real-time traffic 

are present. The latter favours wide-band high-bit-rate channels, while the 

former favours minimum rates required for real-time transmission. 



,For binary .  PSK 

'-1 
SNR = 4[C(4/R) + C(2A/R)] 4-5) 
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IV-3 System Performance for Various Modulation Formats 

For now we assume a required SNR level of 20 dB. For MSK with approxi-

mately 50% channel occupancy it follows from (4-2) and Figure 2-9, that A/R = 0.95 

is the minimum value permitted for A/R. For A = 30 kHz, which is conventional 

channel spacing, R = 31.6 kHz. This value of R fits the MSK spectrum well within 

the "top-hat" constraint in Figure 2-7, and is adequate for differential PCM 

transmission of voice. If the channel were Gaussian, then bit error probability 

p = 10-22 , in accordance with Section 2-7. For Rayleigh channels with an average 

signal-to-Gaussian-noise ratio of 20 dB, p = 0.02 (See Figure 2-11). Determination 

of a truly suitable value for SNR requires that p be related to SNR, as discussed 

in Section 3-4. 

With SNR = 20 dB and 2'cp =I, C(A/R)-='-21  dB and à/R = 2.5.. If 

A = 30 kHz then  R  = 12 kHz." (This value  :greatly exceeds the 4 . kHz maximum bit 

rate permitted by thelltop-hat" constraint inYigure 

When compared with the MSK results, (4-3) shows that the same values 

for P
B' 

d and channel occupancies will result for PSK only if throughput factor 

13 is reduced by A/R = 2.6. Thus, the curves in Figures 3-2 to 3-7 inclusive 

apply to single-cell systems with PSK modulation, provided the actual throughpue 

is 0.40 times that shown on the traffic carried axes. The curves apply for MSK 

provided the actual throughput is 1.05 times that shown on the traffic carried 

axes. 

• 

 

For  binary PAM with no excess bandwidth (a =.0), C(A/R) -= -20 dB for 

LX/R = 1 ;  which is therefore the minimum value.allowed,'assuming 50% channel 

,occupancy. For a = 1, A/R.= 1.3 is the minimum allowed value. For SFSK, 

=  1.4  is, the minimum•allowed value'-(See Figure 2.-10)-. 



These results are summarizéd in Table 4-1, which Shows.the minimum 

A/R values for SNR = 20 dB. These A/R  values,  also represent the factor by ' 

which throughput Q must be divided'in order.to  use.Figures 372 .to :3-7' inclusive,.- 

to determine d, T, and 4)... ,Also shown . in Table 471 are the maximum  bit rates 

permitted for à = 30 kHz as well as implied bit error probabilities for Gaussian 

and Rayleigh channels, as presented in Section 2-7. For Gaussian channels p is 

approximated by 

p = (1/2) exp(-SNR/2) 	• 	(46) 

where SNR is in actual units (not dB i s). 

IV-4 Effects of Different SNR Constraints  

The fact that the conStraint SNR = 20 dB permits a.PSK-bit rate which 

greatly exceedS that permitted , by the "top-hat" characteristic  in  Chapter - 2 

may imply an unacceptably large average bit error probability. 

Table 4-1 shows the effects of using different SNR values. In particular 

the minimum A/R values permitted are shown, assuming a 50% channel occupancy. , 

As before, these A/R values represent the factor by which actual throughput must 

be divided in using Figures 3-2 to 3-7 to determine P
B' 
 T and (P. 

The rate at which A/R must decrease as SNR (and [C(A/R)] --") increases 

depends ultimately 6n the roll-off rates of the transmitted spectra. In examining 

Table 4-1, one sees the clear inferiority of PSK relative to MSK, even in moving 

from 20 dB to 30 dB. The MSK rate falls by a factor of 1.8, while the PSK rate 

falls by a factor of four. For 10 dB 	SNR '.‘<' 33 dB, MSK has the highest R/A 

ratio. For SNR 40 dB, SFSK lies between  PAN and MSK, in terms of the maximum 

are plotted in Fig. 4-1. allowable R/A value. The minimum à/R values 
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SNR 	Implied Bit Error Maximum R(kHz) fo 
Minimum A/R Values 

Constraint 	Probabilities 	 L = 30 kHz 

Gaussian 	Rayleigh 	MSK 	PSK 	PAM(a=1) 	SFSK 	MSK 	PSK 	PAM(a=1) 	SFSK 

10 dB 	10
-2.2 

2 x 10
-1  

.65 ' 	.8 	.87 	.8 	46.2 	37.5 	34.5 	37.5 

20 dB 	
io-22 	

2 x 10-2 	.95 	2.5 	1.3 	1.4 	31.6 	12.0 	23.1 	21.4 

30 dB 	10
-220 

2 x 10
-3 

1.4 	8 	1.7 	1.9 	21.4 	3.5 	17.7 	15.8 

,--, 
40 dB 	<10

-1000 	-4 
2 x 10 	2.4 	25 	1.9 	2.4 	12.5 	1.20 	15.8 	12.5 

	

-1000 	-5 
50 dB 	<10 	2 x 10 	4.0 	82 	1.95 	2.8 	7.5 	.37 	15.4 	10.7 

1000 
60 dB, 	<10

- 	
2 x 10

-6 
	7.5 	256 	2 	3.7 	4.0 	.12 	15 	r 	8.1 

Table 4-1: Illustrating the effects of various modulation formats 
and SNR constraints on minimum AIR ratios. 
(50% channel occupancy) 
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If the channel occupancy is béloW 50% as would often be the case, the 

•A/R Value coùld be reduced - slightly from  the valùes shown. Since channel occupancy 

fluctuates with traffic level, a fixed value of 50% is safe and reasonable in 

calculating SNR. 

Figure 4-2 shows the maximum R/à values vs. the SNR constraint, ob-

tained by assuming a channel occupancy (1)=1.  Thèse R/A values represent the 

maximum obtainable spectrum efficiency. They are slightly lower than the R/A 

values in Table 4-1, since doubling the occupancy frOm 50% to 100% in effect 

increases the SNR constraint by 3dB, and reduces the Maximum Values of:R/A. 

IV-5 System Analysis and Design Example  

The use of Table 4-1 and (4-3) together with the curves in •Chapter.  

3 is straightforward. For example, with SNR=20dB, the minimum A/R value is 

0.95 for MSK, from Table 4-1. For the curves in Chapter 3, traffic carried 

is 0.95Q for this minimum AIR value, and Q=1.05 is the maximum value permitted. 

With Q=0.45, R=A and m=2, traffic carried equals 0.45 in-Chapter, 3, 

P
B 
 =0.25.and d=2.5. If R=30 kHz and  1 -1=10,00 bits/message, the actual delay 

D=d/pmR=41.7 msec.- : If R and A are both halved -to R=15 kHz, P.: 
B 
 remains unal-

tered but D :doubles to 83:3 msec. However,  if R alone decreases to 15 kHz. 

 with  A remaining fixed at 30 kHz, then the value  on the traffic - caTried axis' 

in.Chapter  3 lecomes.2.0 Q; with - Q=0:45 (2Q=0.90) P 
B 
 Increases tél 0:8, d 

- 

increases to d..10.6 and the actual delay rite'353 msec.: A.further halVing of 

R to 7.5 kHz . with A constant would require-.a corresponding. halving- of Q.:just 

•to,maintain P =0.8 and D=353, msec., and a factoriof four reductionin Q -to 

- return P and D to.their values at R=30 kHz.... 

:If the SNR rèquirement for an MSK system With m=2 increases 
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40dB, the minimum à/R increases to 2.4; in which case the traffic carried on 

the axes in Chapter 3 is 2.4Q. With m=2, P and d remain at 0.25 and 2.5, 

respectively, provided Q decreases to 0.45/2.4=18.8. The maximum allowed 

Q=0.417. 

If PSK rather than MSK is used with SNR=40dB, Table 4-1 shows the 

maximum Q=1/25'20.04. Provided Q is reduced to 0.45/25=.0018, P and d remain 

at 0.25 and 2.5 respectively, when m=2. 

If we reconsider MSK with SNR=20dB and let mF4, then with Q=0.45 .  

P
B
=0.1, d=4.23 and D decreases from 41.7 msec. when m=2 to 35.3 msec., assum-

ing A=R=30 kHz. If P =0
•
25 is acceptable, then with m=4 the traffic carried 

on Fig. 3-3 and the MSK throughput can increase to 0.63. However, d then 

increases to 4.9 and D to 40.8 msec. Thus, in this particular case, doubling 

the number of channels per mobile has resulted in a 40% increase in throughput 

with no change in P
B 

and virtually no change in actual delay D. However, 

there is a cost associated with doubling the number of mobiles per channel. 
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Figure 5-1 shows the  area covered by a three-cell system. Use o 
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V MULTIPLE-CELL SYSTEMS , WITH NO :REUSE OF FREQUENCIES 

V-1 Multiple-Cell Systems  

Division of a radio coverage area into cellular regions involves 

several considerations additional to those for single-cell systems. Assign-

ment of channels to cells, cell size, and assumptions regarding the propaga-

tion factor n all affect interference levels in neighbouring cells. 

In.what follows, we assume uniform traffic over the coverage area. 

Unless otherwise stated; all N cells are - of - the same.size and shape. We.arso 

assume that the same bandwidth B
k 
 and the same number of channels mk. are. 

• aspigned-to each cell. In this case ,  throughput factor 3k= AAk/pB is - the same .  

for ail'  cells, and is equal to "B =AÀ/pB for a single7cell system. , Alsd, thé 

throughput Q in bits/Hz/séc...iS ..equal-to that for each celli_since' 

systems with 3, 7 and 19 cells. Such a • • 

N 
Q B 

k=1  k k 

= .B/N 	(k =  

In this chapter we consider 

progression would be quite natural in a region experiencing growth accompanied 

by increasing traffic levels. 

V-2 • Three-Cell System  

'three circles of'equal size:for Coveragé Of a: circular 'region ,results:in gaps - , 

and overlap, which could be reduced in practice by use of directional 



Fig. 5-1: Coverage for a three-cell system. 
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antennae. We ignore these effeCts in our analysis. 

, As noted in Section 3-5, 

P/P = ( [E, ) n  

80 

(5-4) 

independent of the radii of. the three coverage'circles. If adjacent frequency 

: channels are assigned to adjacent cells, then channels 1, 4, 7, 10, 	will 

be assigned to one cell, channels 2, 5, 8, 11, 	will be assigned to a 

. : second cell, with channels 3, 6, 9, 12, 	assigned to the remaining cell.. 

For each channel, 

sNR-1 	2q)[(i6) -n {c(n/R) + c(n/R)} 	c(3n/R)] 

= 45[0.043 C(A/R) + C(3A/R)] 	 (5-5) 

'• 	• 
'Where we.have,used'il =  3.5, and have assumed C(2A/R) << C(A/R)',. 

• 
Ratio /R .must  now be selected' to ensure that ,  theSNR conetraint in 

(5-5) is satisfiecL For example with SNR=  20 dB one sees from  the  fact that 

(1/ .)
3.5 

corresponds to 13.6 dB, and from Fig. .2,9 that for MSK, the minimum 

value of A/R = 0.5 for 50% channel 'occupancy (24)=1) , . For 100 percent (4=2) 

occupancy A/R = 0.65, and the maximum throughput is,• therefore, 1:5. . 

throughput is approximately 50% higher. than.for single'çell - sYstems. 

Figure 5-2 shows minimum A/R values for various  modulation  formats 

SNR, assuming,50% occupancy. ,Figure 5-3 showsthe maximum throughput RIA, 

in which case 4)=100%. 

For SNR 15 dB, minimum à/R values are governed'by interference 	. 

from thesame cell as .the signal and-separated  3& Hz in frequencY. -  For MSK, • 

SFSK and. PAN, adj acent-cell  interference at separation:A HÈsoverne,the mini- 

mum A/R fdr. SNR e;.' 15 dB. For PSK, 

mum à/R for SNR 3 15 dB. 

mini- same-cell interference determines the 
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cell to a three-cell configuration, Dg/Di. i is smaller than 

R unchanged. 	: 

if à is reduced, with 

Performance comparisons between one-cell and three-cell systems are 

readily made using.the curves in Chapter 3, Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3. For a 

fixed number of channels per mobile, the number of channeli per mobile per 

cell for a single-cell system is three times 

From these facts and Fig. 3-3, the curves in 

that for a three-cell system. 

Fig. 5-4 are obtained showing 

system throughput Q vs. number of channels per mobile, for various P
B 

v
a
lues 

for MSK with SNR = 20 dB, with à/R.selected for 100% occupancy. 	, 

Figure :5-4 shows that for throughputs abOVe the equa
B
:1Octs, 

three-cell systems have lower P
B 

values, and that the 
- 

lower throughputs Q. The number of 'channels per mobile needed to make three-. 

converse is true for 

cell systems advantageous is seen to increase as P decreases. For example, 

with three channels per mobile and P
B 

7 	three-cell systems  are  never 

advantageous. However, with 19 or more channels per 'Mobile and.P, > 

three-cell systems are always better. With 40 channels per mobile, for 

a throughput- of approximately- example, and P
B 
= 0.2, a single-cell system has 

0.92, compared with the 37% increase to 1.25 for a three-cell system. 

, 	Similar comparisons can be made for- delay D, by using Fig.. 3-2.  If . 

D1 and .D3 . denote delays for the one- and three-cell . systems,-respectiVély;then 

where-d
i' 
 m. and R. denote, respectively -,-thenormalized delay, humber -6f 
 -1 

channels/mobile/cell and the'bitrate for . one..-  and three-cell'systems, 

D3/D1 = (d3/d1)'(m1/m3)(RI/R3) 

One 

sees-immediately that if à/R is reduced by- increasing R in moving from a one- 

In using Fig. 3-2 to determine dl and dg, the traffic 

must  be scaled by 4/R. Thus,.-(dg/di)(mr/mg) is' . often less than 

is : much less than unity when the singleçell throtghput Q = 1. 

carried axis 

unity, and 

Again, with 
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SNR = 20 dB and MSK modulation, consider Q = 0.75 for a single-cell system. 

With ml = 15 and m 3  = 5, Fig. 3-2 yields d l  = 16; Q3 = 0.5, and d 3  = 5. Thus, 

if RI = R3, D31D1 = 0.94. However, if R3 = 1.5 Ri in which case the channel 

separation is unchanged, D3/D1 = 0.63. Thus, the delay of the single-cell 

system is 50% higher than that of the three-cell system. In an Erlang B 

environment, 
PB 

= 0.08, as compared with P
B 

= 0.12 for the single-cell case. 

Aeain, there is a 50% improvement in performance in using a three-cell system. 

The same  type of  comparisons can be made for other modulation for-

mats and SNR constraints The value of Q where three-dell systems beCome bene-

ficial decreases as the -maximum - throughtput for three-cell systems relative to 

• that. forone-cell sYstems increases.- .  

V-3. Seven-Cell System  

• In seven-cell systems, channels are placed into one of seven groups 

such that each cell contains channels separated by at least 7A Hz. Figure 5-5 

shows three possible assignments of groups channels to cells. All other 

(fixed) channel assignments where contiguous outer cells do not contain 'im-

mediately adjacent frequency channels are equivalent to these, in terms of 

interference. To see this, note that without loss in generality groups 1 

and 2 can be assigned, respectively, to the centre and any outer cell. Groups 

7 can then be assigned in one of three different ways. The remaining channels 

must r  then be assigned in one of the three ways shown. 

The centre cell is subject to mOreinterferénce than any f the;: 

outer.cells, and the interference effects arenot thé same  for  each outer 

Unless  the centre  cell's coverage:area is reduced to accOmModate inéreased re' 

-transmissions Caused by the higher interference level, this Cell limits perform-, 



Fig. 5-5: Seven-cell system channel assignments. 
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V-4 Nineteen-Cell System  

87 

•ance'.. If the centre cell area is reduced, the outer cell centres more closer 

to each other, and interference levels in these cells increases. Also, con-

siderable overlap in coverage results, unless non-isotropic antennae are used. 

While such a plan permits some increases in throughput, increases for MSK, 

SFSK and PAN relative to that for three-cell systems is small for SNR › 15 dB, 

since adjacent-channel interference limits SNR. 

For PSK throughput increases are possible. For the centre cell 

3 
SNR

-1 
= 2 ,“C(7à/R) +  

k=1 
- 	 . 

Since C(3A/R) in (5-6) limits SNR for PSK, the minimum à/R values for PSK 

for 50% channel occupancy and maximum throughput R/A (100% occupancy) are much 

more favourable than the corresponding values obtained for three-cell systems 

in the previous section. The PSK results are included on Figs. 5-2 and 5-3. 

Actually, adjacent-cell interference limits performance in this case for 
- 

SNR > 15 dB. 

- . For the other modulation schemes, same-cell:interference. limits' .  

- 
performance fox SNIU‹ 15 dB, .and in this case imirovements in A/R over three- 

cellsystems are by factors of 3/7 in accordance with (5-6) - énd (5-7). 

Figure.5-6  shows a , 19-cell system,,with groups of .channela arranged 

in such a waythat immediately adjacent channels are asSigned to'Cells - centred 

2ii - r. apart, where r is the length alOng anY - hexagon side. Channels separated 

by 2A. Hz are assigned to cells centred 3r apart. Thus, contiguous Cella  have 

•channels separated at least 3A.Hz In fréCluency. The.SNR varies from cell-to 
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Fig. 5-6: Nineteen-cell system channel assignments. 
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cell, but in the worst case is approximated as follows: . 

SNR-1  = 2e(21-6-511C(A/R)+(372-541C(2A/R)+(leC(3A/R)+C(19A/R)] 	(5-8) 

For n=3.5, the terms (2/6-) n , (3/2-) n  and (1-6-) 11  correspond, respectively, to 

24.3 dB, 22 dB, and 13.6 dB. 

In the 19-cell system, both the adjacent-cell and same-cell inter-

ference is much smaller than that for the 3-cell and 7-cell system. One would 

therefore expect increased throughput RIA for the various modulation formats, 

in the 19-cell system. 

- Figure 5-7 shows Minimum AIR  values' for PSK, MSK and SFSK.assuming 

50% channel-occupancy.: Figure 5-8 shows  maximum throughput Rh. (100%,ocçupancy 

Shown for comparison purposes are results fôr 3-cell systems.. In both-  figures, 

interference .from immediately  adjacent  cells limità A/Rfor-SNR .> 15 *dB. 'Same. 

cell interference limits A/R for SNR < 15 dB: .The increaSed throughputs pos-L -

_Sible for 19-cell systems, coMpared With 3-cell' (and , 	syseeMS are.sub- 

stantial; for example, with SNR .= 20,dB, the former has:maximum throughputs 

three times• as large  as the latter. 

-Throughput vs. number of channels per mobile m for_various - P values 

is shown in Fig. 5-9, for MSK with SNR.= : 20 dB. - Curves for 3-cell_systemsare 

shown for comparison. . Also shown are loci . whère 19-celI systems - outperform 

3-ceI1SyStems, and where 3-cell'syStems outperform single-cell systems. One: .. 

sees that'19-cell systems always outperform 3-cell (ancL7-cell) syàtems 'fôr 

B > 0.2 
F  

and also for PD  > 0.05 provided m > 22. For a 38-channel transceiver 

. (2 channels/cell) and P
B 

= 0.20, 19-cell throughput is 2.2 vs. 1..2:forcell 

:systems 	A6ain, A/R iS.selecteclito give'SNR'= 20 dB for 'cp =100%. 

Similar comparisons can be: made.:for delay. Consider ,11- :38-çhanne1 

syStem employing- MSK.with >SNR =,20 dB. .With throughputs Q 3: = 1.13.and 
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Q19 = 3.3, d3 = 13, d19 = 2; m3 = 2, mu = 13; and R3/1119 = 3 if increased 

throughput results from increased bit rates. Thus, the throughput triples and 

the delay falls to one-third. However, P increases from 0.15 for a 3-cel1-

system, to 0.45. If à rather than  Ris  changed in moving from a 3-cell to a 

19-cell system D3 = D19, and P increases from 0.15 to 0.24, provided m• 

equals 6, which implies a 114 channel transceiver. 

A .natural question at this point ismhether some (fixed) assignment 

of channels to cells, other than that shown in Fig.' 56, would Yield a . larger 

maximum throughput. For the centre cell, no substantial reduction in inter-

ference is possible, since 2i1 r is the maximum separation possible from cells 

containing adjacent r frequency channels. The size of this centre cell could 

be reduced; however, other cells would then be closer to each other, and their 

interference levels would increase. As well, considerable coverage overlap 

would occur. Further, we have not sncceeded in-finding an assignMent such  that 

all cells except the.centre cell have.adjacent-channel separations.ofat.,least 

4A, although we  have  not exhaustiVely examined all Tiossibleassignments. Ije . 

conclude, therefore, that fixed Channel assignment schèmes-with throtighputà in 

excess.of those shown in Fig. 5-8 do not exist. 
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G = (j 	k) 2  - jk (6-1) • 

we assume that all cells hàveequal area Ak 
 ,-number 

. 	. 

A/N-and:B-= B/G wherè N and G• 

In what follows 

of channels/mobile mk  and bandwidth Bk ; 

.denote, respectively, the 

throughput.Q.and factor S 

follows, Where = AA/pB: 

cells-and groups of channels. System 

are related to cell-throughput
k 
 and factor S as 

. 	-- 	k- 

number of 

VI MULTIPLE-CELL SYSTEMS EMPLOYING CHANNEL REUSE 

VI-1 Multiple-Cell Systems with Channel Reuse  

Reuse of frequency channels in cells which are sufficiently far 

apart obviates the need to continually increase the number of channels per 

mobile as the number of cells increases. However, co-channel interference 

results, and is independent of the bit-rate. Typically, co-channel coeffi-

cient C(0) = -3 dB (see Fig. 2-9) unless PSK is used, in which case 

C(0) = -5 dB. This co-channel interference eventually limits the SNR ob-

tainable at any given channel occupancy (I); the only way to increase SNR 

further is to reduce la, which results in a proportional reduction in through-

put. 

The number of groups of channels è in _a cellular plan is not arbi- 

trary,  but must be selected as follow's, where j and k‘are non TneàatiVe inteerS: 

Table 6-1 shows the values of G permitted, together with the dis- 

tance D between the centres of cells with identical frequency channels. Also •  

• shown for later reference is the ratio P/Pk  for the wanted signal and co- 

channel interferer, for n = 3, 3.5 and 4; i.e. 

= (Dv7 )t' 

in accordance with Section 3-5. 

(6-2) 
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P/Pk 	
P/P 	(dB) 

G 	D/r 

	

n  =3.0 	3.5 	4.0 	n=3.0 	3.5 	4.0 

	

3 	3 	76.4 	157 	324 	18.8 	22.0 	25.0 

	

4 	3.46 	117 	259 	573 	. 	20.7 	24.1 	27.6 

	

7 	4.58 	271 	692 	1760 	24.3 	28.4 	32.5 

	

9 	5.2 	397 	1080 	2930 	26.0 	30.3 	34.7 

	

12 	6 	611 	1780 	5180 	27.9 	32.5 	37.2 

	

13 	6.24 	687 	2040 	6070 	28.4 	33.1 	37.8 

	

16 	6.93 	941 	295 	9230 	29.7 	34.7 	39.7 

	

19 	7.55 	1220 	3980 	13000 	30.9 	36.0 	41.1 

21 	7.91 	1400 	4680 	15700 	31.5 	36.7 	42.0 

	

25 	8.66 	1840 	6430 	22500 	32.6 	38.1 	43.5 

	

27 	9 	2060 	7360 	26200 	33.1 	38.7 	44.2 

	

28 	9.17 	2180 	7850 	28300 	33.4 	39.0 	44. 5  

31 	9.6 	2500 	9220 	34000 	34.0 	39. / 	45.3 

	

36 	10.4 	3180 	12200 	46800 	35.0 	40.9 	46.7 

• TABLE 6-1 Permitted . numbers of channel groups G, normalizéd, 

" 	reuse, distance D/r, and signal-to+co-channel. 

• interference ratio P/P . 
• k .  



= 8G/N (6-3) 

k = AAk/nB
k 
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Qk = 8k(1-PB) 

= QG/N 	 (6-4) 

Note that (6-4) reduces to (5-3) when G = N (no channel reuse). 

From (6-3) and (6-4) the advantages of channel reuse become clear; the system 

throughput Q exceeds the cell throughput Q 
k 
 by the factor N/G. 

VI-2 Nineteen-Cell System with Seven-Cell Reuse- Pattern  

Consider a 19-cell system with seven groups of channels assigned 

as shown in Fig. 6-1. The geographic separation between cells with the same 

channel group is 4.58 r. All but the centre dell is subject to co-channel 

interference from two other cells. Thus, the average number of co-channel 

interferers is 38/18 = 1.9. 

Immediately adjacent channel s .  in contiguous cells occur . as_follows: 

two channels of interference for the seven inner cells, One channel for ten 

of the outer cells, and no channels for the remaining two outer cells. thus, 

- on the average there are 24/19 = 1.25 such channels per cell, at distance 

separation  V' r.  Similar analysis shows 24/19 =1.26.channels per celI at ' 

separation 3 r. From these arguments it follows that 

-1- 
SNR 	= 	{f1.9 c(0)./(4.58 1/-2-) n) + [( 1 .25W-67) 11 ), 	. 

(1.26/(31/T) n)] C(/R)}. 

For  n = 3.5, (6-5) is as follows, where ch is the .channel occtipancy: 

-1 
SNR 	= ch (0.0027 C(0) + 0.0627 C(à/R)) 

(6-5) 
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Fig. 6-1: Nineteen-cell system with seven-c11  reuse pattern. 
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' 	Constants 0.0027 and 0.0627 correspond, respectively; to -25.6 dB 

and -12.0 dB. Since C(0) = -3  dB forMSK, SFSK and PAN and = -5 dB for PSK, 

(1, 
it follows that SNR < 28.6 dB for the first three modulations, and < 30.6 dB 

for PSK, assuming (I) = 100%. For lower SNR values, adjacent-channel inter-

ference dominates, but as AIR increases, co-channel interference eventually 

limits SNR, unless (I) is reduced. With adjacent-channel and co-channel inter-

ference equal, SNR = 25.6 dB for all but PSK for which SNR = 27.6 dB. The 

corresponding values of C(AIR) are (25.6-12) = 13.6 dB and (27.6-12) = 15.6 dB, 

respectively, for which AIR = 0.75 for MSK and AIR '= 1.4 for PSK. 

For the cellularscheme in Fig.-6-i, the throughput  multiplier 

N/G = 2.7. 

Figure 6-2 shows maximum throughputs for 19-cell systems with and 

without channel reuse. To avoid congestion, SFSK and PAN  curves are not 

shown; however, their behaviour is generally between that for PSK and 'MSK. 

The circles on the curves in Fig. 6-2 indicate the point at which channel 

occupancy (I) must be reduced from unity for further SNR increases. 

One sees from Fig. 6-2 that there is no one modulation scheme and 

%• ,channel assignment scheme which is best over all SNR levels. . For 21 < SNR < 27 

dB, MSK With channel reuse permits thalighest throughput. At 25:dB, for 

example, throughput Q = 3.4 for MSK with reuSe vs. 2.2 without reuse,  and Vs 
• 	. 

1.6 for PSK without reuse. - For SNR < - 20'dB-or SNR > 28 dB, absence of reuse 

yieldà higher throughputs for MSK. For PSK, differences between• i-euse and 

(x, 
no-reuse are small for SNR < 29 dB. 
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VI-3 Nineteen-Cell System with Three-Cell Reuse Pattern  

Figure 6-3 shows 19-cell systems having G groups of channels, where 

G = 3, 4 and 9. 

In the 3-cell pattern, all seven interior cells are bordered by six 

cells, each of which may generate interference from an immediately adjacent 

frequency channel. Six of the twelve outer cells are bordered by four cells 

offering interference from immediately adjacent frequency channels; the other 

six are bordered by three neighbouring cells with channels separated by A Hz. 

All cells are subject to interference from immediately adjacent channels in 

more distant cells, and from channels 2A Hz or more from the wanted channel; 

however, the additional interference from these sources is negligible. Thus, 

for a channel A Hz away in a contiguous cell P /P = (/)3•5. 23.0 (13 dB), 

while a channel in a cell whose Centre is twice.the distance has .a P /P ' value 
k 

0.089 times 23.0. Thus interference from the more distant cell adds 

another 0.37 . dB (1.089) ;  which is negligible èonsidering that the value of n is 

itself not accurately determined. 

Co-channel interference for the centre cell is from six cells 3r 

unità away. Each cell in the inner ring of six is subject to co-channel inter- 

ference from four cells 3r units away and from one cell 31-3- r units away; this 

latter contribution is safely ignored. Co-channel interference for outer cells 

is from either two or three cells 3r units away, two cells 6r units away and 

one cell 3/i r units away. 

If we average the co-channel and adjacent-chànnel interference levels, 

obtain co-channel interference from an average of 3. .2 cells:3r units away, 

and immediately-adjacent-channel interference from 4.4 contiguous cells. Thus, 
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Fig. 6-3: Nineteen-cell system plans with three-
' 	four- and nine-cell reuse. 



SNR-1  = 443.2 C(0)(31îrn  + 4.4 C(A/R)(1-6.  

= 

 
-nj 

(6-7) 

• 
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44 0.020 C(0) 4. 0.19 C(A/R)] - 	(6-8) 

The coefficients 0.020 and 0.19 correspond to -17.0 dB and -7.20 dB, 

respectively. Since C(0) = -3 dB for MSK, SFSK and PAM, and C(0) = -5 dB for 

PSK, the maximum obtainable SNR values for (I) = 1 are 20 and 22 dB, respectively. 

When AIR is such that adjacent-channel and co-channel interference are equal, 

SNR is reduced by 3 dB from these values to 17 dB and 19 dB, respectively. In 

this case, adjacent-channel interference levels are -20 + 7.2 = -12.8 dB for 

MSK and -14.8 dB for PSK. For these levels, A/R = 0.74 for MSK and 1.2 for 

Pe. For SNR . < 18 dB -adjacent-channel interference dominates. -However, as 

(AIR)  increases to improVe SNR, co-channel interference becomes dominant.and. 

eventually limits SNR unless d) is reduced. . 

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 show maximum throughputs for MSK and PSK, 

respectively, for various 19-cell systems, inclilding the 3-cell teuSe plan.: 

The throughputs obtained are 19/3 = 6.33 times,the,RIA values which result for 

various SNR levels. These  RIA  values are obtained. from Figi 	and are not 

tabulated here, but are easily obtained:by diViding ordinate values on Figs. 

6-4  and '6-5  by 6.33. 	 • 

VI-4 Nineteen-Cell System with Four-Cell Reuse Pattern  

The discussion for the 4-cell pattern in Fig. 6-3 closely parallels 

that for the 3-cell pattern. 

If co-channel and adjâcent-channel interference are averaged, 

SNR-1  = 44 284 C(0)(21/) -n. + 2,95 C(A/R)( 7111 ] 	(6-9) . 

= 

 

44 0.011 C(0) + 0.128 C(A/R)] 	(6-10) 
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interference; these SNR levels.decrease to 29,2  and 31.2 dB, respectiVely. 

Figures' 6-4 and 6.-5 show'thè maximum throughputs vs, - SNR, andlare'' 

obtained by multiplying R/A values by 19/9  =2.11. 

105 .  

Coefficients 0.011 and 0.128 correspond to - 19.6 dB and -8.9 dB, respectively. 

For MSK, SFSK and PAM, SNR cannot exceed 22.6 dB; for PSK the limit is 24.6 dB. 

When adjacent-channel interference equals co-channel interference, then SNR 

levels drop to 19.6 and 21.6 dB, respectively; C(A/R) = -13.7 dB for MSK and 

-15.7 dB for PSK, and A/R = 0.75 for MSK and 1.45 for PSK. 	' 

Maximum throughputs, shown in Figs. 6-4 and 6-5, are obtained by 

multiplying R/A values by 19/4 = 4.75. 

VI-5 Nineteen-Cell System with'Nine-Cell Reuse Pattern  

'The discussion for the 9-cell reuse pattern in Fig. 6-3  parallels 

that for the 3- and 4-cell cases. Averaging the coLchannel and adjacent- 

channel interference yields 

'SNR-1  = (141.26C(0)(3'1/76-) 7n  + 0.77 C(A/R)(/-6-r
11

] 

[0.0012 C(0) + 0.034 C(A/R)] 

(6-11) 

In averaging the adjacent7channel'interferencé, interference from 

contiguous cells, as well as from'cells:,separated by. 3r i  has-been included, 

since Interference in cells 3r away accounts for.almost 1/3 of thetotal:. 

Coefficients 0.0012 and 0;034 correspond to.-29.2 dB and--14.1 dB, 

• respectiVely, For MSK; PAM-and SFSK, SNR cannot exceed 32.2  dB; for PSK the 

• SNR limit is 34.2 .dB. When adjacént7channel interference equals : co-channel 
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VI-4 Capacities of Larger Cellular Systems  

The . preceeding analysis extends easily tote-  systems having more than 

nineteen cells. The numerical values Of the quantities multiplying theco- 

channel term C(0) and theadjacent-channel termsC(A/R), C(2A/R), ... are 

determined as before. In most situations the C(A/R) term will dominate all 

. other adjacent-channel interference terms. The numerical quantities referred 

to above may be averages determined as in the - previous sections of this chaliter, 

or may be worst case values; . we'favour averages as being more meaningful. 	. 

For,example, a 49-cell system with a seven-bhannel reuse  pattern,  has 

an average co-channel interference, at 100% occupancy ,of approximate1y . 

[3.5/(4.58/1) n ] C(0), and an average adjacent-channel, interference of , 

[2/(/6-5 n] C(A/R). For n = 3.5, these numerical-coeffiCients equal 0.0051 

(-23 dB) and 0.087 (-10.6 dB), respectively...'Therefore, the maximum SNR: ob-

tainable is 23 dB for MSK,' PAM and SFSK, and 25. ,dB for PSK. The maximum.is, 	- 

*seven times.the R/A value at the specified SNR level, deterMined as - illustrated - . 

 previously. The-ternis multiplying C(0) and C(A/R) for, the 19-cel1systeM with 

a seven-cell reuse pattern equal .-25.6 dB and -12.1 dB, respeCtively.. Thus:' 

the curves in Fig. 6-2, if moved horizontally . to .  the- left by 1.5 dB and-then' 

scaled vertically by 49/19 =-2.58 represent maximum throughputs for.the,49-cell 

-system over. the 100% occupanCy portion of the curve- . 

The portions where cp is reduced are obtained as before. For MSK at 

SNR = 20 dB, the maximum throughput equals 10.0, as compared with 4.0 for the 

19-cell system. Thus, a throughput increase of 250% requires a 258% increase 

in the number of cells. 

Similarly, a 133 cell system with a 19-cell reuse pattern has a C(0) 

multiplier of 3.5/(7.55/2) 3 ' 5  -,,' -30.6 dB. Thus, the maximum obtainable SNR for 

100% occupancy is 30.6 dB unless PSK is used, in which case this maximum is 

32.6 dB. For 50% occupancy, these values are 3.dB higher. 
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VI-7 Effects of Channel Reuse on Delay and Blocking Probability  

= (6-15) 

Delay and blocking probability 7.,Tere obtained in Chapter 5 by deter-

mining minimum values for à/R, and by using (4-3) and the curves in Chapter 3. 

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 can be used to find the maximum R/A. valuesWith: 

¢ = 50% by moving each curve 3 dB horizontally to the right; and by noting' 

that the resulting ordinates equal (N/G)(R/A)- Since for each-cell, ' 

p/m . 	à/R 

the.resulting ordinate values yield p/m for,-any ,siven SNR value and throughput 

factor 8. For- 100% occupancy, shifting of the curves is.nôt needed'. 

For example, consider MSK with SNR = 20 dB, and a 19-cell system 

with a 4-channel reuse pattern. From Fig. 6-4 one obtains (N/G)(R/A) = 6 at 

¢ = 100%. To obtain the curves in Fig. 6-6, which shows throughput Q vs. 

number of channels/mobile for various P values, it is necessary only to move 

each point on the single-cell system curves in Fig. 5-4 four units horizontally 

to the right, and scale the ordinate values by 6. 

Figure 6-6 clearly indicates the value of reusing channels. Not only 

is the maximum throughput of 6 with reuse greater than the 4.6'value with no 

reuse, the. maximum throughput is approached much more.rapidly, as the number 

of'channels  per mobile increases from unity. For a:40channel system,  for 

 example, the difference in throughputs for -P
B 

= 0.2 *is -4.6.vs. 1.8; the former 

throughput is. 2.56 times the - latter. ‘ Even though reuse'àf channels introduces- , 

more adjacent-channel interference which . results in:a:lowering  of R/A, the  in-

creased channel çapacity resulting from.reuse'usually - mdre than comPensates. 

- 

 

Table 6-2 shows throughput coMparisons for UK as - well as MSK, for 

Various channel aSsignment plans. - Except for the 9-cell reuse-plan in 
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Fig. 6-6: Throughput for 19-ce11 system with 4-ce11 reuse pattern, P B  fixed; MSK, SNR = 20 dB. 
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THROUGHPUT Q 
(N/G)(RM) 	  

TYPE OF SYSTEM 	 PB  = 0.2 	pRD = 	1.5 

MSK 	PSK 	MSK 	PSK 	MSK 	PSK 

Single base 	0.95 	0.30 	0.86 	0.27 	0.92 	0.29 

3 cells 	1.5 	0.95 	1.2 	0.76 	1.4 	0.86 

7 cells 	1.5 	1.2 	1.0 	0.78 	1.2 .__ 	0.97 

19 cells; no reuse 	4.6 	3.8 	1.8 	1.5 	2.9 	2.3 

19 cells; 	3-cell reuse 	5.0 	3.3 	4.0 	2.6 	4.5 	3.0 

19 cells; 4-cell reuse 	6.0 	4.0 	4.6 	3.1 	5.2 	3.5 

19 cells; 	7-cell reuse 	4.5 	4.0 	3.0 	2.6 	3.7 	3.2 

19 cells; 	9-cell reuse 	5.3 	9 	3.2 	5.4 	4.1 	6.9 

TABLE 6-2 -Throlighptit (spectrum efficiency in.bits/sec./Hz) for: : 

. 	1/ISK and PSK for various systems. SNR = 20 dB; 

40  channéls/mobile;.,RJA based  on 1 00% channel occupancy. 

o 
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19-cell system, MSK is better than PSK; the anomaly cited . is  due to the lower 

value of C(A/R) for PSK for A/R near zero. 

Similar arguments apply to delay considerations, as can be seen by 

comparing Figs. 3-3 with Fig. 3-2(h) which shows d/m = pRD vs. p/m. Figure 6-7 

shows Q for MSK with SNR = 20 dB, assuming 100% occupancy, with pRD = 1.5. 

Table 6-2 shows spectrum effeciencies of various systems, for SNR = 20 dB and 

pRD = 1.5, with 40 channels/mobile, and R/A . based on 100% occupancy. The actual 

delay depends on pR, and in particular on anY Variation in.R to.acCommodate 

variouS values permitted for R/A, as explained in Chapters 4 and 5. 

V1-8 Effects of Propagation Factor n  

Both-the adjacent-channel and co-channel interference levelà depend.  

on the power ratio P/Pk  = (Di)", where D is'the distance :between the.centres 

of local and interfering cells,' and n is the propagation factor. .One sees 

that the interference in dB varies directly in proportion to the value assumed 

-fàr n. 'Thus, if one assumes n = 3 and, in fact, n = 4, SNR in dBis 53% better 

• than calculated, which implies a higher allowed value for RIA, with a direct 

increase in spectrum efficiency. .The actual value of n depends in a complex 

way on various factors including base antenna height, topography, and distance 

separation between transmitter and receiver. , 	. 

We do not attempt to summarize factors affeCting n, - but merely 

'1ustratein Fig:. '6-8 its effect  on' the maximum throughput'for a19-cell:System 

with a 4-celi reusepattern using MSK, Our Value of .3.5 is probably'.safe; the .  

value 4.0 is often used in analytical work. 

Table 6-1 shows the variation of. P/P u  for various reuse patterns for 

, 3.5 and 4.. 
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VI-9 Effects of SuboptimumReceivers and Channel Occupancies on Throughput  

The SNR equations used to determine throughputs in this and earlier 

chapters are based on Optimum receivers. 

As noted in Chapter 2, use of suboptimum receivers reduces SNR 

by. up to 3 dB if DPSK is used in place of PSK,'and fup to 6 dB if incOherent 

. 	. 
detection of,MSK replaces optimum (coherent) reception. The effect of subopti- 

mum reception is to shift the throughput vs. SNR curves horizontally•to the 

left by 3 or 6'dB. 

Channel occupancy also has an effect on throughput. Reduction in (p 

from 100% to 50% increases SNR by 3dB, and each further, reduction of 50% 

involves an additional 3 dB SNR increase. In addition, reductions in cp cause 

corresponding reductions in throughput. Thus, the throughput vs. SNR curves 

are shifted horizontally to the right in accordance with  th. 	increase, and 

the resulting ordinate values are:then reduced,by  the: percent  reduction in (P. 

Use of suboptimum reception andior'reductions in fib affect air:curves 

in the  same general way. Thus, CoMparisons - between various,system plans- do, 

not change for any given modulationformat. .HowèVer, the fact that.DPSK : in7:- 

volves a 3 dB SNR reduCtion as opposed to a 6'dB reduction for incoherent MSK'.. 

improves the performance of suboptimum PSK relative to that of Suboptimum-MSK. 
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VII CODING, ERROR CONTROL AND BIT-ERROR PROBABILITY 

VII-1 Coding for Error Correction and Error Detection  

As  noted in Chapter 2, the very large fluctions in signal-to- . 

interference-plus-noise ratio cause correspondingly  large fluctuations in raw 

bit-errorprobability. No matter how goodthe average SNR, bit-errors are 

unavoidable during deep fades. The only way to combat these fades is by some 

. 	- 
form of diversity. Channel coding is a form of,time diversity which is highl 

effective on fading,channels ;  either in a forward errorS  correction (FEC) or , 

error detection and retransmission.(ARQ) mode- . 

Block codes and convolutional codes are available for FEC [Li, Gl, 

Pl, L2]. Block coders augment k-bit source-digit aequences. The r redundant 

check bits permit correction of up. to t errors in ann-hit block where • 

--(d-1)/2 	d 	odd 
t = 

(d/2)-1 	d even 

and d is the 'minimum-Hamming distance between two transmitted.codewords. 

Block codes are easily generated using feedback shift registers. 

' Decoding of selected codes is possible using feedback shift register circuits 

or majority logic gates. In particular, all single-bit error correcting 

Hamming codes (a subclass of BCH codes) can be decoded using either approach. 

Selected multiple-error correcting BCH codes can also be decoded using one 

or both types of decoders. 

In contrast to block codes which check each source bit once, convolu-

tional codes check each N times where N is the constraint span of the code. 

Some special convolutional codes are decodable using shift register circuits. 

However, longer more powerful codes require elaborate decoders [Ul, Fi, L3]. 



P(m,n) 
m=t+1 

(72 

As discussed later, (7-3)• must be used with care in estimating error perfor- 

mance for land mobile channels. 

Also of interest is p 	the probability of error of a decoded in- 
b' 

formation bit, where 

(7-5) 

(7-5), .P
w

- denotes  the  probability of an error in . the .  k information bits, 

given an error in .the 	worc4 and depends on the code: Errcirs would 

m!  
n!(n-m)! 

(7-4) 

P(m,n) = • 1 

• 1 
where 
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Block codes and convolutional codes are available for use on random 

error channels, burst error channels or on channels exhibiting both types of 

behaviour. For transmission of short messages on either one-way or two-way 

channels, convolutional codes seem to offer no clear advantage over block 

codes [L1], and have the advantage that their performance is easily calculated 

once an appropriate statistical description of the digital channel is avail-

able. 

The most commonly used measure of block code performance is P , the 

probability of a block (or word) error. Define P(m,n) as the probability of 

m errors in a 'block of n bits. For a FEC code which corrects all errors in 

t or fewer bits [L2]. 

For a binary symmetric memoryless- -channel with biterror=Probability p, 
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normally cause the closest (in the Hamming sense) codeword to the - one.trans- 

mitted to be decoded, in which case .P 	d/n. For lower density codes such 

.as orthogonal. codes P = -
1 

[L2, S1]. 
w 2 

The code parameters which determine P are n, .k and d. For a given 

channel bit rate, the rate at which'information is transmitted increases with 

k/n. The number of errors which can be corrected for a given value of n in-

creases with d/n. Various bounds on d/n are available [L2, P1]. 

When error detection is employed using block codes, the probability 

of a detectable block error P
d i

s of interest, along with the probability of 

a block decoding error P
e 

and the probability P that the block is decoded 

correctly. 

In the absence of any error correction [L2]: 

= P(m=0, n) (7-6) 

P
e 

= 2 -(n -k) 	P(m,n) 	 (7-7) 
m=d 

(7-8) . 	= 1-P 
Pd 	c e 

A block code which is used for error detection only detects all 

errors except those which change the transmitted codeword into another ,  code- 

- word.' Since the ratio of the number of codewords to the total ntimber of 

, 	 ' 	• 
words is 2

k
, /2

n 
 most errors are detected--The-factor 2

n-k 
 in (7-3) together 

with.the lower limit d rather than = d/2 for FEC makeSP e 
 much 1oWer for 

- 

error detection-than for FEC.. However,f.the Converse is true of P since one • 
c, 

or, more-errors in . a block results in retransmission rather ,  than decoding.  As 

the channel.degrades the number'of retransmissions increaSes, and: the  actual 

information throughput adjusts automatically-to match;bhannel quality. :  

Decoder logic for error detectionls' simpler than for error correc- 
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1 
tion. However, some additional memory storage is required at the trans- 

mitter, to stdre messages for possible retransmission, under various retrans- 

mission protocols. 

VII-2 Effects of Coding on Throughput and Delay  

- Under FEC coding, the actual information throughput is k/n times - 

the total number of bits transmitted. The dèlay.increases by any additional' 

time required to transmit parity bits, and for decoding. • 

- When ARQ is.usecl, additional  délayas  well as throughput - reductions • 

can occur as a result of retransmissions; depending On•the type of, ARQ proto7 . 

col used. Basic ARQ protocois are summarized-belOW [Bi, B2, B3, F2, S2]: 

. 1. Send-and-wait ARQ:  Following transmission of • a . bloCk., the 

sending,terminal waits for'either•a:PositiveacknOWledgeMent (AÇK) 

or a negative acknowledgeMent (NACK) -  froM the receiving' terminal: 

before.sending the next,block or retransmitting,the same block.. 

Continuous (Go-Back-N) ARQ: -  The transmitter continues to 	. 

sènd blocks until-it"receives a NACK, at Which  point  it re- 

transmits the current - block as' well as the previously transmitted- 

N-1 blocks. A transmitter buffer is needed to - save N blocks. for 

possible retransmission. Following detection of one or more.errors 

in e block, the  receiver ignores all subsequent blocks prior:tà 

receiving the retranSmitted block. Transmission delays . ànd 

ceiver decoding'délays require N72. 

3. Selective ARQ:  The transmitter operates Continuciusly,but 

retransmits-only those blocks  in  which errors have been detecred. 
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Stop-and-wait ARQ is advantageous because of its implementation 

simplicity and is particularly suited to half-duplex channels [B1]. However, 

in conventional line-switched systems considerable idle time may occur and 

reduce information throughput. Selective repeat systems have the highest 

overall system throughput but require numbering of the data blocks to facili-

tate identification for retransmission. 

• Variations of each of the above schemes are possible [Kl,•Ml, S3, 

S4]. For example, stop-and-wait ARQ may involve transmission of a sequence 

of relatively short blocks (which are numbered), and only those in which 

errors are detected are included for retransmission in the next sequence. 

This option appears particularly suitable on land mobile channels, where 

bursts of noise may cause many errors in some blocks while others remain 

error-free. ACK's only may delivered to the transmitter, with retransmission 

occurring after a time-out period. This variation, which may ,  be used with 

any of the three schemes above, avoids the problems which arise in incorrect 

•decoding of NACK's. The disadvantages are that the time-out period must be 

long enough to accommodate round-trip delays, otherwise unnecessary retrans-

missions may occur. Long time-out periods imply reduced overall system infor-

mation throughput for the stop-and-wait protocol and increased transmitter 

buffer storage for the other two protocols. Another variation results if 

•NACK's only are sent to the transmitter. The advantage here is that acknowl-

edgement traffic is considerably reduced, since NACK's would normally occur 

much less frequently than ACK's. In a situation in which data traffic flows 

regularly in each direction, ACK's or NACK's can be embedded in data blocks. 

However, when 

would have to 

heads. There 

data flow is predominately one-way, - acknowledgement information 

be sent in its own block which would contain the usual over- 

is an advantage to sending acknowledgement'information separately, 
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however; when queueing delays .  occur-acknowledgement blocks can besiven. 

priority over-regular  data blocks,  thereby reducing retransmission:delays 

[S3, P2]. 

The throughput efficiency n for a digital communication link may 

be defined as the number of the information bits decoded relative to the 

total number of bits transmitted. Thus,  for  an (n,k) FEC code n = k/n. For 

an (n,k) code used in ARQ situations [S2] 

1  
n — n 1+N[P

d/(1-Pd)] 

where N denotes the value applicable to ,the  gorback-N protocol. ,  

Equation (7-9) also applies to .both stop-and-wait and 'selective ARQ 

in which cases N=1 and 
• • 

- 	= (k/n)(1-P )
. 	

(7-10) 
•d 	.  

. 	. 
Normally P <<- P1-P = P and, for N=1 

e • 	d' 	d 	c • 

= P kin 	 • 	• 	(7-11) 

The degradation in throughput efficiency of ARQ relative to FEC is 

obtained directly from (7-9). For N=1, Fig. 7-1 shows this degradation for 

a block codes of length n = 15, 31,-4023. For n = 31, p 10-3  implies 

• (b 
P
c 

> 0.9 . in which case the following.(fl,N) pairs of values result: (0.9 ;  1); 

(0.82; 2); (0.69, 4). The effect of:N.in.reducing n is•relatively large for-

low values of Pd' 
	

Notwithstanding', for some, types of-messages, including 

control messages as described in Chapter 2, -  some form of ARQ seems essential 
1 • 

to enable the transmitter to know whether or not its message was received. 

The delay D from the time that a message is presented to the trans- 

mitter nntil it is processed by the re -ceiver dependS on varioùs component 

(7-9) 



L°g10 P 
Fig. 7-1: Prohilbilities of correct decoding for 

ARQ for various block lengths n. 
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delays including those due to queueing  for  channel access, transmission of 

bits over the channel; propagation, decoding,'and-modem startup or turn-. 	' 

.around. Let T
1 
 and T

2 
 clenote the one-way'andtàund-trip delays, respectively- 

(often T
2 
 =,2T

1 
 )- then 

3 
= T

1 
+ T

2 
(P

d 
+  2P 2 + 3P . + 	+ iP

d 
+ 

, For 1-P = P the increase - in.D relative to T
1 
 is (T

2 
 /T

1 
 )(P

d 
 /P'`) which is 

d 	c 	c 
- normally small. For 

T2/T1 
2 and P

d• 
 = 10

-2 
 the relative delay increase is 2%. • 

It is seen that for channels ,which are "good" most of the time, 

retransmissions are infrequent and n and D are not reduced significantly 

below their FEC values. When the channel degrades increased retransmissions 

and delays .together with reduced values of n is the price paid for low decoded 

bit-error probabilities. 

VII-3 Effects of Coding on Spectrum Effeciency  

. To demonstrate the use of channel.encodingin.land mobile radio' 

systems, we.begin by considering alternative mean's .Of obtaining bit 7errot, 

probabilities p .  after 	decoding  in the range 107 3 ,.to:107 4 . This value  of 
TS 

would, be suitable for real-time digital voice transmission. A Rayleigh 

chahnel.model is used, Which model would bé valid for short block lengthS 

with interleaving .(see  Sections 2-4 and 7-4) - and.many interferers whoSe: › Com- 

bined interference level wouid .berelatively:constant. Tor . this model 

follows from Section 2-7 that 
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We assume SNR to be calculated as in earlier,  chapters, which implies that 

interference dominates noise, and that p as given by (7-13) is for radius 

rill' from the base. Obviously, p will vary ,  with respect to distance between 

mobile and base, as discussed in Chapter 2 and in Section 7-4. 

From the curves in Chapter 6 one sees that a reuse plan must include 

at least G=9 groups of channels for SNR = 30 dB (p = 10 -3 ) unless throughput 

is to be reduced below (1)=1. (As explained earlier, an actual (1) value well 

below unity is often compensated for, in SNR, by suboptimum receivers.) 

Analysis procedures used in Chapter 6, together .  with Table 6-1 shows that G=12 

is needed for SNR = 35 dB with (1)=1, and G=16 is needed for SNR = 40 dB 

(p = 10-4 ). For a 19-cell system with  no  reuse and SNR = 35 dB (p = 3x10-4 ), 

the maximum MSK throughput Q = 1.35 (See Fig. 5-8), if direct transmission of 

bits occurs. 

If a 4-cell reuse pattern is employed, SNR = 20 dB is the maximum 

value permitted with (1)=1, in which case Q=6. If a double-error correcting 

(15, 7) FEC code is'used, p = 4.6 x 10 -4 , and the maximum information through-

put is (7/15)x6 = 2.8. Use of a triple-error correcting (31, 16) code yields 

p
b 
= 3.2 x  l0 	Q = 3.1. Both maximum throughput levels are more than 

double that for the 19-cell system with no reuse of channels. More important, 

information throughput achieved for given P or pRD values and a given value 

of m favour the 4-cell reuse plan even more strongly. For example,(with 40- 

channel mobile transceivers and P =  0.20,.Q  = (16/31)'x  4.6 = 2.4 for a 4-cell 

reuse plan with the (31, 16) code  vs. '.Q = 1.35(0.4)'  0.5 for a 19-cell system 

with no reuse. Clearly, FEC with small G values  :can  greatly affect the spec- 

trum efficiency. 

Similar comparisons are easily ,  made for 3-, 7- and 9-cell systems. 

For example, for a 7-cell system with 4)=1, the maximum SNR = 26 dB 
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cluding the 0.86 factor , would be (11/15) x 6.0 x 0.86 - 3.8. 

1 • 

(p =,2.5 x 107 3 ), in which case Q = 3.4. Use of a'shortened '(11, 7) code 

:YI.P1ds 	= 	c 10-4  and Q = (7/11)x3.4 =  2.2. (TW(11, 7).single-error 

correcting code is obtained by shortening the (15, 11) code [1,1]. Shortening 

permits construction - .of simple codes of virtually any length and  code - rate.)" - 

Similarly, for à 3-Cell reuse plan, SNR = 17.5 dB (p = 1.8 x 10-2 ) is the 

largest value possible with (1)=1, in which  case  Q  =8.5. Use of a (15,.5) 
. 	I 

tripleerror correcting code results in p -  = 1.4 x 10-4  and maximum  Q,= 2.8; 

a value equal to that for the 4-cell reuse plan with a (15,7) double-error , 

correct  ing  code. However,-for a fixed number of channels per mobile, and 

fixed P
B 

or pED-value, the 3-cell pattern has à higher throughput i_because of 

the increased number of -channels per cell. However, as discussed  in' the  fol-

lowing section, the close-proxiMity of the 0-charmer interferersmay cause • 

too : much fluctuation in Pb .a s the mobile location varies. 

Consider next codes from those above (all of which have simple 

hardware decoders) for error detection. For the (15, 7) code in the 4-cell 

reuse plan with p = 10-2 , p = l.2 . x 10-9 , and P = 0.86. Use of a (31, 16) 

code in the same situation yields p = 2.4 x 10 -14  with P = 0.72. The latter 

value of p b  may be needlessly small, and may not justify a throughput reduc.-: , 

tion to 72% of the FEC value, vs..84% . for the (15,-11) code. In some appli-

cations, p = 10-9  may be more than adequate, in- which'.,case a (15',',11)'code 

could be.used with p
b 

= 2.8 x 10-5 ; the corresponding Maximum throughput;  

Our purpose here has not been an exhaustive study of code performance, 

but rather to illustrate the greatly increased flexibility in system design 

offered by channel encoding. The implications of this flexibility are dis- 

cussed in Section 7-5. 
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VII-4 Bit-Error Probability Variations  

In an actual mobile radio system, raw bit-error probability p varies 

as mobiles move, because of shadowing and changes in base-mobile distance 

separations. Interference levels also vary, for the same reasons. As p 

varies, so does p
b

. 

One way to account for this variation is to average pb  over the 

coverage area, and over the variations in mean signal level. Unless there are 

many interfering signals, effects of interference level variations should alsb 

be averaged, as explained in an earlier report [D1]. In averaging p
b' 
 it is 

reasonable to assume that both shadowing levels and distance separation remain 

constant during transmission of one block of data, in accordance with the dis-

cussions in Section 2-4. It is also important that shadowing correlations be-

tween the wanted and interfering signals be included [F3]. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in acctirately averaging pb  is to 

estimate P(m,n), on which p
b 
depends. When a vehicle is stationary, P(m,n) is • 

given by (7-3) with p calculated as for a-Gaussian channel,« provided,- in the 

case of mobile-to-base interference,. interference levels are stationary.- When 

a vehicle is moving fast.enough to encounter several.fades during transmission 

of blocks of interleaved bits, the•Rayleigh.approximation.for p.  Is 

the absence of interleaving, or during stop-and-go vehicle movement, P(m,m) 

exhibits memory,  and the channel.appears-to include both random and burst-

error behaviour [M2] . .. Coding gains . observed on real channels àre considerable 

[1.12], and are not inconsistent with 

pendent errors [D1] in random noise. 

independent-error Rayleigh channels 

channel memory is involved, since bursts of errors can provide for higher pb  values 

than random errors, with the same raw bit error rate p. The reason is that 



This level of interference implies p = 10 -1 	= 	.For 

error correction using a*(15, 7).- code, pb 
= 2:x . 10-2, in comparison With the • 

nominal value 4.6 x 10-4  obtained earlier. Use of the same code for error-

detection yields p
b 

= 6.8 x 10-7  vs  the nominal 1.2 x 10-9 . The throughput 

reduction factor is P = 0.63, 

D in (7-12) for T9/T1 = 2 is P 	= (1-Pc )/P 2  = 0.93 (an increase of 93%) VS. 

, the nominal 0.84. The increase in delay 

= 14.5 dB 

P/P, = ((1.51-1) n/2)/C(0) 

(7-14) 
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under burst errors, only selected blocks are damaged, while random errors are 

nct confined to selected blocks. In any event, rigorous calculation of 

averages for p and p
b 
would be difficult. 

Whether or not an average for p
b 

is calculated, it is clear that p 

will improve, in general, as the mobile moves in close proximity to the base. 

At small base-mobile separations, both p
b a

nd p will be very good. The actual 

best values will depend on the minimum mobile-base separation. 

Conversely, on - the cells' outer edges, p -and p will be at.their 

worst. An alternative (or complementary)-approàch to aVeraging pb 
isto com-

pare these Worst values with nominal values *obtained assuming-the mobile-base 

• seljaration of rill. 'Consider a 4-dell reusa:plan,with MSK;the, worst-case 

occurs with a mobile at one of the six apeXes -of.thé centre cell. In this 

case,P/P
k'
-  = 1 for the adjacent-rchannel interferenca in  one Of the Contiguous 

cells, which can be redliced,.if necessary by reducing R/L. For - ,exampl_é, 

.reduction from the maximum valu of 1.25*to 1 teduces C(A/R) from 715-dB to • 

-21 dB. 

For co-channel interference, with.n= 3.5 and 4-cell reuse 

the nominal 0.25(25%) . . 
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An important determinant of spectrum,efficiency is  the; data  block, 

' structure, including its relationship to FEC or ARQ codes. 

The effects of shadowing on the mean signal and interference levels 

depend heavily on shadowing correlations. For 100% correlation, there is no 

effect. For no correlation, the effect can be very large; typically the mean 

level variations have a 3 dB standard (power) deviation about the mean. If 

0.6 
two standard deviations occur in SNR, the result is a factor of ±10 	=4 

variation in p, and for a t-error correcting code, the variation factor ap- 

proximates  4. For a 2t error-detecting code the variation factor is 4
2t 
 . 

Thus, for t = 2, p could vary by factors of ±16 and (±256,  respectively, for 

FEC and ARQ, with corresponding variations in throughput and delay reduction 

factors. 

A similar analysis is ,possible for all other channel assignment 

schemes. The variation in co-channel interference decreases with an increaSe 

in G, and this fact may favour somewhat larger, 'G. values  than would otherwise 

be indicated. 

VII-5 Data Block Structures for Land Mobile Radio Systems  

Figure 7-2 shows a structure suitable for land mobile radio 

channels. The data block includes k information bits, r = n-k check bits, v 

address bits, s synchronization bits and c mode control bits. Included in 

the n information plus check bits may be g bits for acknowledgement of mes- 

sages.transmitted in the other direction. The n bits may consist of short. 

 sub-blocks which are decodeilseparately. .,The 'bits in any sub-block may - be 

spread out . (interleaved) over - the longern-bit sequence. Interleaving:is 

probably, helpful if FEC .  is used [Ll;Cl], but May'cause too many retransmis- 
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• 
For FEC, g = O. For ARQ the above factor n is multiplied by P and the 

'b 	• 	-k 	- 
n — n+v+s+c+g 

= (k/n)(n/[n+v+s+c+g]) (7-15) 
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"sions if ARQ is employed. The mode control bit(s) indicate to the decoder 

whether FEC or error-detection, or a combination of these is to be performed. 

FEC or direct transmission with no coding would be used for digitR1 

transmission of speech, ARQ for control messages, and either a combination of 

FEC and ARQ, or FEC alone for text. In situations where all three types of 

messages can occur, some form of mode control seems essential - address and 

mode control bits could be spread out over the block, and made very reliable 

by many check bits. 

In an ARQ environment, retransmitted sub-blocks can be combined with 

those received earlier for improved FEC decoding; it has been proposed, for 

example, that subsequent retransmissions consist solely of additional bits to' 

check the earlier information bits, creating 'a 2n, k sub-block. Numerous 
• 

possibilities exist with ARQ to combat the large fluctuations in raw - bit - 

error probability p. Obviously, tradeoffs- exist' betWeen coder/decoder hard-

ware complexity and spectrum efficiencT. For FEC, the only alternative is to 

reduce  the  information bit rate when p degrades, for example near cell edges; 

in real-time transmission, such reduction implies a change  in the sOurce-' 

encoder, either in the sampling rate or number of:quantization levels, or both. 

. Such on-line changes would be possible for adaptive differential PCM [H1, C3] 

• but would result in some increase in equipmentcomplexity. 

Values for k, r, v, s, c and g as defined - above, should be selected 

to maximize infàrmation throughput, which is equal the number of bits/sec -

transmitted times the factor 	• 
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% 
spectrum efficiency is 11.13

c
.Q. Optimization of n-P

c
•Q is complicated by the 

fact that P
c 

and Q depend on k, n, v, s, c and g. The nature of the dependence • 

on k and n was illustrated in the previous section; while (7-15) may suggest 

values of k/n = 1 as best, smaller kin values actually yield larger values of 

Q, by permitting greater reuse of channels. 

The ARQ protocol used influences the choice of block lengths. Send-

and-wait ARQ favours long blocks, particularly when acknowledgement delays are 

large, in order to reduce the idle channel time. Selective ARQ favours short. 

sub-blocks. Chu [C2] determined the optimum block length in terms of bit 

error rate for both random error and burst error channels, acknowledgement 

delay, and the average length of geometrically distributed messages. lie did 

not, however,include consideration of sub-blocks. 

Another issue is the optimum amount of forward error correction 

relative to error detection. Some FEC capability would reduce the number of 

message retransmissions at the expense of increased decoder complexity and in- 

creased error 'probability. Also of importance is the appropriate amount of 

FEC for acknowledgement information, whose accuracy is more critical than that 

of actual messages. Fujiwara et al. [F2] considered minimization of the de-

coded bit error probability by selecting block code parameters to optimally 

balance error detection, error correction and protection of acknowledgement 

information. Independent error channels and (idealized) Gilbert burst noise 

channels were considered. For example, consider an overall block length of 

b = 63 bits including k information bits, r ‘ check 'bits, and g acknowledgement 

bits. It was found that for a decoded bit error probability of 10-4  and 

throughput efficiency k/(k+r+g) = 0.7 with continuous go-back-3 ARQ on an 

• independent error channel, 16 check bits should be used to provide-for correc-

tion of all single-bit errors and detection of all two- and three-bit errors, 

and that three bits should be used to code NACK's and ACK's. 
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optimum for the two 

0.065, respectively 

ways to provide for 

Block synchronization is another important issue. One approach is 

to place the synch. sequence 011 .... 10, consisting of u ones between be-

ginning and ending zeros, at the beginning and also possibly at the end of 

each block. To prevent this synchronizing sequence from appearing elsewhere in 

the data block, a zero is inserted prior to transmission after every u-1 bits 

and removed following decoding. It can be shown that u=1 + 47 minimizes the 

synchronization overhead when a synchronization 'sequence preceeds a data 

block containing a bits, excluding synch. bits, and that u=1 + ATT1 is opti-

mum when the sequence also terminates the data block. For this latter case 

with a = 100 and 900, respectively, optimum values for u are 8 and 22 and the 

ratio of synchronizing bits to total block length (including both synch. bits 

and the maximum number of stuffed bits) is 0.259 and 0.092, respectively. 

For the case of a single synch. sequence at the start, u = 11 and u = 31 is 

cases considered, and the overhead ratio is 0.187 and 

. The use . of prefixes .  and-Suffixés is but on of several 

block synchronization [S11. 
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• 	VIII DISCUSSION'AND CONCLUSIONS . 

• 
VIII-1 Summary and Implications of Results  

This report defines,quantitative criteria:for designing and 

evaluating land mobile radio systems. These criteria include delay or block-

ing probability, reliability and throughput, and are expressed in terms of 

the important system variables. Cost, which changes rapidly with technology, 

is not expressed precisely, but is related in a semi-quantative way to system 

variables. 

The criteria are used to determine performance obtainable with 

cellular systems using conventional frequency division multiple access, and 

fixed channel assignments. Particular emphasis is placed on the limitations 

resulting from co-channel and adjacent-channel interference, since this 

ultimately limits information throughput. Maximum R/ values for vàrious 

modulation formats and channel assignment schemèsàré deterMined,:for fixed 

values of SNR, defined at a particular cell radius. Throughput (spectrum 

efficiency) in bits/sec/Hz is determined for various SNR values, modulation 

formats, assignment schemes and channel codes, for various values of delay or 

blocking probability and number of channels per mobile. The way in which 

channel encoding can be used to enhance spectrum efficiency and provide 

additional system design flexibility is illustrated for'both forward error-

correction and error-detection/retransmission modes. 

Specific results are obtained for systems of up to 19 cells, with 

and without reuse of frequency channels. Such systems are typical of those 

in use or being proposed for immediate use. For given values of delay or 

blocking probability, highest throughputs are obtained when frequency reuse 

is employed, together with channel encoding. The best code rate depends on 
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the reuse plan. The appropriate error controi .protocol depends -on the type of 

message to be transmitted; forward error correction (FEC) is best for real- 
. 
time .  speech, FEC or ARQ are appropriate for text, and ARQ is best for control 

messages where accuracy requirements are paramount. 

VIII-2 Policy Questions  

The results of this study bear directly on the following spectrum 

management policy questions: 

1. What value[shoUld'be SelectecUfor channel:spacing A? 

2. What:spectraremission constraints, if'any, shOuld be:specified? 

3. Should all channels be used in an unrestricted way for both analog 

and digital transmission, or should separate Channels be used for 

. each? 

• 4. What system designs should be encouraged,,in the interests of 

spectrum efficienCy? 

Selection of 1 relates to channel bit rate R, since adjacent-

channel interference depends on R/à. In the absence of interference, receiver 

front-end noise limits R; however; this limit will vary with coverage area, 

transmitter power, and receiver quality, including diversity capability. 

Perhaps some nominal SNR limit should be agreed upon, for design purposes. 

When interference is present, with MSK modulation-and SNR := 20 dB, 

the maximum R/A value is in the order of 1.0 for single-cell systems, 1.5 for 

systems having between three and seven cells with  nul  reuse of channels, and 

1.25 for systems with 4- and 7-cell reuse patterns. For higher SNR values, 

or for :PSK modulation, R/A is less than these values. 
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1 

If blocks of channels are reserved solely for digital transmission, 

the range 10 KHz < R < 25 KHz seems reasonable.: ,  This choice for à iMplies a' 

similar range for R. The range 15 KHz -R.(‘<' 20 KHz would permit digital- 

transmission of . speech using adaptive differential PCM, or even non-adaptive 

PCM at lower quality, with some forward error.  correction. Data could also be 

transmitted at the same R value, with channel encoding used to select the 

rate and accuracy of the decoded information bits. At R = 15 KHz, for 

example, a rate 1/3 code would yield an information bit rate compatible with 

a 4800 bit/sec telephone channel, and would provide for considerable error 

protection. The code rate could be selected in accordance with . interference 

levels, by means of mode control bits in the data bloCks, as explained in 

Section 7-5. 

For  ease of spectrum management., -  as Well as for fullest-utilization 

of all channels, it is desirable to use all channels for both analog FM voice 

and data transmission. The upper range of A (25 KHz) specified above is 

compatible with existing analog FM systems; the lower range (10 KHz) is close 

to the narrower channel bandwidths being considered by . some agencies. What 

is presently lacking are sufficiently reliable estimates for adjacent-channel 

interference between voice and data, as a function of data modulation format, 

data rate, analog signal "bandwidth" and pre-modulation processing of voice. 

Of particular interest is the spectral roll-off rates of FM voice signals, 

since these rates ultimately determine interference levels. 

Existing spectral. emission constraints issued.by vatidus agenCies, 

-are either in terms.of spectral„bounds like thosà,in the "top-hat" charàçteris, 

tics in Chapter 2, or in terms S;f energY.'collected'by specified.bandpass 

H.filters . centredon immediately adjacent channels. These-criteria:are helpful 

and reasonably. easily administered. Howevèr, they ignore  spectral roll-off 
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rates, which ultimately determine maximum information throughput. Simply 

stated, fast roll-off rates imply higher R/A values for a given level of 

interference, and better spectrum efficiency. 

When conventional FDM systems are used solely for digital trans-

mission, reuse of relatively few groups channels maximizes information 

•throughput, for given values of blocking probability or delay and numbers of 

channels per mobile. As few as four groups may be best. A more thorough 

analysis of bit-error probabilities is needed to provide more accurate esti-

mates of spectrum efficiency for various reuse plans. When channels are 

•permitted unrestricted use by both analog and digital transmissions, addi-

tional work on mutual interference is needed to determine the best reuse 

patterns. 

At this point, conclusive compariSions between conventional FDM 

cellular systems, and newer systems such as SSMA seem to be unavailable. 

However, the performance criteria established in this work could be applied, 

in order to make suCh comparisons. 

VIII-3 Issues Requiring Further Study  

FroM.the discussions in .the previous-section,-folloWsuggestions 

for furthér work: • 

1. *There is a need to have a better understanding of the mutual inter-

ference effects, both .co-channel and adjacent-channel, between analog 

• voice transmissions and digital-transmission's.' Some mutual interference 

calculations are in an earlier report:by the author, and are based on 

Gaussian speech models. More work isilleedéd With other models; and some. 

measurements would eventually be required, for confirmation. Of 
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particular interest is the selection of pre-modulat ion filters to pro-

vide good quality speech and reduced interference levels via fast 

spectral roll-off rates. 

2. More effort is required to determine both raw.and decoded bit-error 

probabilities for digital transmission. It is'not clear whether 

averages over a coverage area or some other measures of bit-error proba-

bility, such as nominal and worst case.values would be most appropriate. 

The answer will depend in part on. the  availability of channel statistics 

such as P(m,n), and on required computational efforts. Eventually, 

field test results-should be compared-with calCulations. 

3. Other- schemes for sharing .  the radio spectrumshould be evaluatedin 

terms of the criteria used in-this study. Alternatives include SSMA, 

packet radio - transmission, and dynamic-channel assignmentS in FEW 

cellular systems. - Interference considerations are of particular impor-

tance. 

4. More work is needed on the evaluation of various error control 

protocols foï..ARQ systems, in conjunCtion -with .data block. format design. 

Of particu.lar importance are the implications on implementation cost, 

delay and spectrum efficiency. 

5.. Evaliaations of digital. speech encoders for land mobile radio appli-

cations are needed. Comparisons between - coSts, .bandwidth requirements, 

and speech quality comparisons between analOg and-digital systems are . 

needed. Present technology suggests that adaptive differential encoders 

may be more spectrally  efficient than analog systems. 
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APPENDIX A - LIST OF SYMBOLS  

A Performance Criteria  

D - queuing delay 

d - queuing delay relative to pmR 

P
B 

- blocking probability 

Q - system throughput (spectrum efficiency) 

- probability of a channel being in use (channel occupancy) 

SNR - data receiver output signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio 

p - raw bit-error probability 

B Message Source - Paraheters  

X
v 

- call attempt rate per vehicle (messages/sec) 
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- 1 - average message length (bits/message) 

n.(x,y) - area. density of mobiles 

C System.Parameters  

- number of base stations 

- total system bandwidth (Hz) 

- channel separation (Hz) 

R - bit rate (bits/sec) 

 

m - number of channels per mobile 

received power of data signal (watts) 

received power of interfering signal (watts), also probability of a 
detected block error 

.n 	propagation factor;  also - channer'code-block,length 

N/2  - power spectral density of noise (watts/Hz) 

- bit period (T = R-1 ) (sec.) 



n 

Ti  

- decoded information bit-error probability Pb 

- interference coefficient 

- total number of channels in system (M = B/à) 

3 - cell radius (m); also r = (n-k) - number of check bits 

X - message arrived rate per group of m channels (messages/sec) 

	

p 	utilization factor for m-channel group (p = X/e) 

k - number of information bits per block 

P
c 

- probability of a correctly decoded block 

	

P 	probability of error in a block of bits 

throughput efficiency for a channel code 

throughput efficiency.for a data block 
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c
d 

G - number of channel groups 

D - reuse distance -between cell centres 
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• For Erlang 'C systems, the second term  in (B-1)  lam: 
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